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fiscal court
to vote on
new names
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court was issued three more names
through the traditional MurrayCalloway County Hospital nominating committee process, although
it was met with a bit of discussion.
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins and fiscal
court represenBobby
tative
Stubblefield will
take candidates
Auer,
Tom
Dav id
McMullin and
Jack Rose back
to the fiscal
court to chose
Elkins
to
be
one
appointed for the fiscal court seat
on the hospital's Board of
Commissioners.
The fiscal court will vote on the
names tonight at its regular meeting. The meeting is set for 7 p.m. at
the Calloway County Fire and
Rescue Station No. 1 on East
Sycamore Street.
Recently, the fiscal court sent
back names voted through the nominating committee process. Elkins
has been in discussions to change
the nominating process through the
hospital's bylaws because he
believes the governing bodies
should be allowed to appoint their
own representatives or at least take
the entire list of candidates to their
board.
At Wednesday morning's meeting, the nominating committee met
to vote on three candidates out of
the four that were left from the original vote. It consisted of the names
that were not accepted by the
Murray City Council and those who
did not make the original cut.
Elkins asked .that instead of voting
on three names that he be allowed
to take all for names for appointing.
His request was denied at a vote of
five to two.
The motion was denied primarily out of an issue of fairness,
according to member Joe Wright.
"The only problem I have with
that is if we didn't send four to the
city council, it is not fair to send
them to the fiscal court," Wright,
who serves as president of the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce. said.
The city council has already
appointed someone from the three
names they chose at the- last-nomi—
nating committee meeting.
"It should be fair and keep it
three to three," said Mayor Tom
Rushing.
There was also discussion to the
process which the nominating committee uses to select members.
Elkins believes that the entire list
should be taken back to the governing bodies for appointment instead
of going through the whole voting
process.
He also brought up instances
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More bombings
reported in Iraq
By The Associated Press
BAGHDAD,Iraq (AP) — A car
bomb exploded today-as a British
military patrol passed by in the
southern city of Basra, killing five
Iraqi bystanders — the latest in a
series of bombing and shooting
attacks targeting civilians.
In Baghdad, rescue crews called
off their search for survivors of
Wednesday's bombing of a hotel
just days before the anniversary of
the start of the U.S.-led war in Iraq.
The U.S. military confirmed today
the hotel attack was a suicide bombing and lowered the death toll to at
least 17 civilians.
Several people were injured in
the explosion in central Basra.
Ambulances rushed to the area to
evacuate the wounded. Four men
and a boy died, police Capt. Ihsan
Hadi said.
The owner of the car that exploded had been seen parking the vehicle and walking away moments
before the blast, witnesses said.
Residents detained him and handed
him over to police. British forces
are responsible for security in the

area.

Unlike other areas of Iraq, Basra
has been relatively calm and has
been spared suicide bomb attacks.
In the Baghdad bombing, the
military had earlier said that 27 people were killed, but U.S. Army Col.
Jill Morgenthaler on Thursday put
the toll at 17. She gave no explanation for the change. Governing
Council official Rowsch Shawayas
said Iraqi authorities put the toll at
"about 20."
Elsewhere, gunmen opened tire
on a minibus, killing thie Iraqi
journalists and wounding nine other
employees of a coalition-funded TV
station in northeastern Iraq. police
said.
Rebels often target Iraqis perceived as collaborators with the
Americans, and the attacks underlined the continued vulnerability of
Iraqi civilians nearly a year after
Saddam Hussein was ousted.
Insurgents also fired mortar
rounds at two U.S. military bases on
Wednesday, killing three American
soldiers and wounding nine others,
the military said Thursday. The

deaths brought to 567 the number of
U.S. troops killed in Iraq since the
start of hostilities last year, according to Defense Department figures.
At least 45 people were wounded
in Wednesday's car bomb attack on
the Mount Lebanon Hotel in the
heart of Baghdad. One Briton was
killed-and another was wounded.
the British government said.
Morgenthaler confirmed the
attack was a suicide bombing but
said the destroyed Mount Lebanon
Hotel may not have been the intended target because the vehicle loaded
with explosives was in the middle of
the street and not parked in front of
the hotel.
"It may have been a different target, it may have been a different day
the bomber intended to use this car
bomb," added Brig. Gen. Mark
Kimmitt,on ABC's "Good Morning
America." "It does not appear as if
the car was able to pull in front of
the hotel and detonate, which is why
it is not as declarative as we may
have thought at first."

MI See Page 3

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Local YMCA Executive Director
Jean Masthay believes when something is lost something greater can
be gained. And she's hoping that
philosophy holds true as the YMCA
changes the structure of its afterschool program.
The YMCA of Murray and
Calloway County is consolidating
its three after-school programs for
the three Calloway County elementary schools in an effort to reduce
costs — for parents and the YMCA
— and create a more effective
atmosphere.
"Since I've been here it has been
my vision to consolidate these program so we can do a better job serv
ing the students.," said Masthay.
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who has been the organizations
director for about two years.
When Calloway County students
who participate in the after-school
program return from spring break.
they will begin attending the actiN
ties at the Main Street Youth Center.
which is the YMCA's neighbor on
Chestnut Street, rather than the
schools' gymnasium. The Callowa
school district agreed to change is
bus route to provide transportation
to Main Street Youth Center from
East
North, Southwest and
Calloway elementary schools.
"We always talk about collaboration, but it's different. when you
actually sit down at the table."
Masthay said. "Everyone has been
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Golf Tournament is scheduled for
Special to the Ledger
Freedom Fest planning has Friday, July- 2. The two-person
already.started and this year's festi- scramble tournament will be held at
val is going to bring pkenty of enter- the Murray Country Club. There
tainment and excitement to Murray. will be cash prizes, door prizes and
Freedom Fest activities will kick a $10,000 hole-in-one contest.
Murray Main Street and the
off on Thursday, July 1, and last
Murray Lion's Club are joining
through Monday. July 5.
"The shortened time period will together this year for the first ever
provide a more festival-like atmos- two day Freedom Fest Street Fair
phere than in recent years because on Murray's Court Square. The
we have included more eventrs in Street Fair will start Friday. July 2
fewer days." said festival ditictor at noon and end Saturday. July 3 at
Ryan Ray. "The community will 5 p.m. This e%ent will include the
enjoy many of the traditional traditional vendors, musical enterFreedom Fest events as well as tainment and games. New to the
event is a street dance with live
some fun new additions."
The excitement will start with entertainment to he held Friday
the -Freedom Fest opening cere- from 9 p.m: to midnight.
This year. the Pella Corporation
monies. The community is invited
to a ribbon cutting at the Commerce w ill he partnering with Freedom
Centre that will kick off 2004's Fest and the United Way for the
Freedom Fest and recognize all of Independence Das. parade. With the
the festival's sponsors. event planners and vendors..
The Rotary-Max Hurt Menwri.il •See Page 2
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Murray. plant,
the local economy was given
another shot in
the arm with the
arrival of Pella
in 2002. The
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window
door manufac- Add
turer. occupies
Manning
one portion of
north of
plant
Mattel
tomer
the
Murray.
Manning was quick to credit the
work of Johnson with the Delta
Regional Authority. as well as

leader is to keep ern Kentucky totaling $560.432.
some production.
By ERIC WALKER
costs down and Additional dollars in matching
The entire project, which totals
Managing Editor
defer some of funds will also go to the projects.
A major plant expansion project $6.2 million, will add 100jobs to the
County
Murray-Calloway
costs."
those
at Briggs & Stratton here will take Murray plant, boosting Briggs' local
Development
Economic
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was
Wright
which
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of
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infrastructure
office
Johnson, federal co-chair of the has additional
Wright
international. years ago.
Delta Regional Authority, and planned, as well.
"Anytime you have an expansion
Now we're lookThese steps, according to Joe
Darrell Brock of Kentucky's
that's good." he
Department of Local Government, Wright, small engine division vice- ing at expanding our products to sell and add 100 people,
from Mattel
recovering
"We're
said.
here,
overseas.
will present a $100,000 check to president and general manger
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in
future
bright
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"We
have
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grant
The
officials.
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Minus three zoning board members leads to tie on variance vote
Murray attorney Gerald Bell is a
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
shareholder in the development
Staff Writer
group that owns the adjacent properWith three of its seven members
ty, which faces Olive Street.
absent, the Murray Board of Zoning
He told the zoning board about
Adjustments was split in its vote on
his concerns during its meeting
4 request concerning property on the
Wednesday night and suggested
corner of Olive and North 12th
Campbell Realty construct a buildstreets on which Campbell Realty
ing smaller than the proposed 44was interested in building.
foot depth. Building a structure only
A tied 2-2 vote Wednesday
30 feet deep would eliminate the
defeated the request for Campbell
need to request a variance to the
Realty to have a dimensional vari- zoning ordinance, he said.
ance on the rear building setback. A
"I understand there are always
medium-density. business district. economic consequences to what you
which the property is already zoned, do." said Bell, who added he does
requires a 25-foot rear setback. not have specific plans for his propCampbell Real i wanted to con- erty. "Still, - II hope this board takes
struct its new building 10 feet from into consideration how this will
the neighboring property line, reduce the green space. I think the
requiring a 15-foot variance.
zoning regulations were put in place

Stabbing did not happen in county
Staff Report

Murray Ledger & Times
A roadside stabbing reported in February on Ky. 121 North in Coldwater

did not happen as reported, according to the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
Originally, sheriff's deputies thought two people stopped Paul Stetson,
8. and assaulted him Feb. 24 on the side of Ky. 121 North. Stetson sustained stab wounds in his back and was treated at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Sheriff Larry Roberts said since then deputies have talked to Stetson
again after receiving a tip from an anonymous caller. They determined the
incident did not happen in Calloway County.
"It has been determined that this incident did not occur as reported,"
Roberts said in a release. "In fact, the incident did not even occur in
Calloway County."
The sheriff's department received a call about the incident at 11:09 p.m.
Feb. 24 from someone at the Murray-Calloway County emergency room.

•Names ...
From Front
where representatives on the miminating committee have been playing
dual roles as board members and
either fepresentatives of the community or the hospital. In last year's
nominating committee meetings
Catherine Si% ills, marketing and
planning director for the hospital,
served on the committee as president of the chamber of commerce.
similar to Wright's position this
year.
Elkins said this could be seen as
a conflict of interest. These issues
\Acre also raised in the hospital

bylaws committee meeting Tuesday.
City Council representative Pete
Lancaster suggested waiting on voting on any candidate until these
issues with the bylaws are resolved:
however, it was explained that timing is an issue. Both available seats
will be completely vacant before the
bylaws issues can be ironed out.
Elkins also denied rumors that
that Jack Rose is his political ally
and personal intentions to get Rose
on the board are false.
"He's lived in the county all his
life, knows the history of Calloway
County and this hospital," Elkins
said "He's a real leader."

www.murrayledgencom

minor change would require less of
for a very good reason.
"We bought(our property) recog- a set hack and not change the buildnizing we'd have to do something ing's dimensions.
Davis and Andy Dunn voted for
with the property within the zoning
motion while George Stockton
the
requirements. Mr. (Dale) Campbell
Helen Spann opposed the idea.
and
thing.
same
the
recognize
has to
He's got to plan his building with Board chairman Bill Whitaker and
the zoning requirements. Again, if members Scott Seiber and Red
he's here to ask for a slight variance, Howe were absent.
"I think this is an important corI am not opposed to the building.
and I think it would be advantaa
ner
for
substantial
asking
he's
But
geous to work together," Spann said
variance."
Davis to Campbell Realty representatives
member Ed
Board
a
attempted to propose compromise and Bell when she voted.
Barbara Campbell wanted to
when he made a motion to grant an
11-foot variance rather than the build a 102-foot by 44-foot structure
originally'requested 15 feet. That to house the real estate company and
variance would be possible if two other businesses that would
Campbell Realty moved its structure lease the space. The property used to
forward about four feet toward be three separate pieces but the
North 12 Street. Davis said the property lines have since been abol-

•YMCA ...

Richards:'Virtually impossible' to pass Fletcher plan
FRANKFORT,.Ky. (AP) — A
day after Gov. Ernie Fletcher's tax
plan arrived in bill form, Democrats
who control the House said it might
not be put to a vote.
Speaker Jody
Richards said it
would be "virtually impossible"
to get it passed
time
the
in
remaining — 10
business days
left in the 2004
General
—
Assembly
Richards
the
unless
Senate agreed to make the first
move.
Speaker Pro Tern Larry Clark
rejected the plan outright.
On the other side of the Capitol,

If Fletcher is
Senate President David Williams
said House leaders, primarily serious,
Richards, were being obstruction- Richards said,
ists. Williams said the Senate would "he will talk to
pass Fletcher's bill if the House his buddies ia
the Senate, and
passed it largely intact.
Richards, D-Bowling Green, they'll get it
noted that the bill is 261 pages and down here."
"If they go
would require much analysis. He
said the Republican-controlled through the norFletcher
Senate could speed matters for the mal process" of
hearings
House
new Republican governor by adding
his tax plan to the budget bill, which and votes, "it's virtually impossible," Richards told reporters.
the Senate already has pending.
Williams said Richards still
Fletcher, making a personal
appeal to the House appropriations would plead a lack of time if the
committee Tuesday night, said the Senate moved first. "We want to
legislature should waste no time keep the pressure on them to keep
changing the tax code to ease the the process moving," he said.
Fletcher said he was willing to
load on businesses and individuals.
the General Assembly into specall
past
is
It
act.
"It is time that we
cial session.
time," Fletcher said.

FreedomFest
Main Street Mile, Lion's Club
Journey for Sight and the OB Boone
Fourth of July falling on a Sunday, Memorial Country Ham Breakfast,
the parade will be held on Saturday. will also be taking place on the
July 3 at 9:30 a.m. The theme for the morning of July 3.
Family Day in the Park, hosted
parade is "Character Counts."
program
the Murray-Calloway County
by
Counts"
The "Character
has recently been implemented in Parks, will be held Saturday, July 3.
the area school systems and teaches As usual, this event will be packed
students the six pillars of character: full of activities for the whole famitrustworthiness, respect, responsi- ly to enjoy. The festivities will
bility, fairness, caring and citizen- include a storyteller, kid's parade,
ship. The parade co-grand marshals pony rides, live entertainment and
will be a senior from Calloway much more.
The Froggy Country Music
COunty High School and a senior
from Murray High School who will Concert will be held on the evening
be chosen for demonstrating good of July 3 at Roy Stewart Stadium.
The featured act will be Sara Evans,
character.
"The United Way is excited to be whose latest song "Perfect" just
working with Pella and the youth in reached number five on the
the community on the parade. Billboard radio chart. The opening
Thanks to community support the act for the show will be Jimmy
United Way/Freedom Fest Parade Wayne. Wayne's latest release is "I
has always been successful. We are Love You This Much." Tickets for
anticipating another great year," the concert will go on sale in early
said United Way director, Peggy June.
The Veteran's Memorial Service
Billington. be held •at Murray Middle
will
Freedom
ng
Three long-standi
Fest events, the Briggs & Stralia School on July 4 at 7 a.m. Each year

From Front
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present to discuss off-site parking
ished.
Muehleman Psychological
for
new
a
needs
Campbell Realty
place because they have outgrown Services at 503 Poplar Street.
Muehleman has not applied for a
its location at the corner of 12th and
Main streets. That location also is variance or conditional use permit,
the site of a proposed Walgreens but all off-site parking situations
have to be approved by the zoning
pharmacy.
In response to Bell's suggestion board. He has applied for a certifito decrease the building's size, cate of occupancy, which is required
Campbell said she needed the struc- for him to expand his practice, but
ture a certain size to make it attrac- the city planning staff wanted to
tive for businesses, such as a mort- address the parking situation first.
Several neighbors showed up to
gage company, to lease.
the situation, but the board
oppose
"That's the reason for the varitabled the issue because
members
be
won't
"It
said.
ance request," she
economical for me to build the Muehleman was not there. The
board has the authority to subpoena
building any other way."
and will request Muehleman
people
In other business, the board
next regular meeting, which
its
at
be
attorboard
let
to
approved a motion
ney Mike Pitman subpoena Dr. is scheduled for 4:30 p.m. April 21
Thomas Muehleman who was not at city hall.

Chad Jenkins
Finance

this patriotic ceremony honors those
who have fought to keep this country free.
Briggs & Stratton will host its
Fireworks Extravaganza on Sunday,
July 4. Viewers of the show are
encouraged to watch the display
from Murray State's Roy Stewart
Stadium. The stadium and surrounding parking lots are the perfect
locations to view what has been
called the most spectacular fireworks show in western Kentucky.
The 4th Annual Freedom Fest
by
sponsored
Invitational,
Marketing
Teamwork
Promotions, LLC, will be held over
the 4th of July weekend. This tournament will feature an estimated 80
to 90 baseball teams from as far
north as Canada and as far south as
Alabama.
The Freedom Fest Closing
Ceremony will wrap up the 2004
festival on Monday. July 5 with an
afternoon picnic. More details
about this event will be announced
at a later time.The Freedom Fest
Beauty Pageant will take place June
26 at Playhouse in the Park. This
event will occur prior to the festival
so the pageant winners can make
appearances during the festival.
Registration forms can be picked up
at the Commerce Centre throughout
May and June, or contestants can
contact the pageant planners, USA
Beauties, at (731)968-7055.
For more information about
Freedom Fest and other events, call
visit
or
759-2199
(270)
www.MurrayTourism.org.

From Front
very cooperative and that is what is
encouraging."
Parents are among those pleased
with the new structure. Masthay
said some parents turned out for a
session
question-and-answer
Monday night to learn more about
the program and seemed positive
about the change. Others are invited
to attend a similar meeting at 5:30
p.m. today at the YMCA. Children
also are welcome and the group will
tour the Main Street Youth Center.
Parents and guardians should
register their children for the afterschool program by March 26. The
fee to attend is $6 per day, which is
$2 less than before the consolidation.
Masthay listed reasons for the
consolidation in a letter sent last
week to parents of children participating in the program: improving
the quality of programming, reducing the cost per child, providing
convenience, increasing management supervision and improving the
facility atmosphere.
"As a mother of six children
myself, with three of them still of
elementary school age. I understand
that change can be difficult for both
parents and children." Masthay
wrote in the letter. "Please be
assured that our childcare director
and 1 put much thought and consideration into this decision."
The after-school program is losing its gymnasium atmosphere. But
it is gaining a more comfortable°
reading and studying atmosphere,
tables and chairs more suited for
snacks than bleachers, refrigeration
to provide more of qa snack variety,
a fitness room and a neighboring
park. Masthay said.
"We lost the gymnasium, but
we've gained a fitness room and
park." she said.
Games such as ping pong will be
available and Masthay is working
with others involved to develop a
mentoring program between elementary and middle school students.
The consolidated program also
will give students a chance to meet
their peers from other schools,
much like the YMCA's summer
camp. Masthay said.
'This will make the students'
transitions to summer camp easier
because it is a lot of the same kids,"
she said. 'The diversity of the different schools is very much a positive."

•Briggs ...
other countries as a reaction to tightening environmental legislation and
cleaner-running
for
Henry Hodges and Brad Davis with demand
the Purchase Area Development engines.
"Creating another 100 jobs is
District, and local EDC chair
Melvin Henley. good, but it also serves as a stabilizHenley also sits er," he said. "Briggs is susceptible
on the Kentucky to overseas competition."
guaranteed,"
Economic
"Nothing's
Development Manning added. "Briggs is under
Finance(' intense international pressure. But
in we're blessed to have people like
Authority
Frankfort, Joe Wright and Rodney Bohannon
deals (Briggs plant manager) who will do
which
with state incen- anything they can to stay here.
tives.
—There's a lot of confidence in
Henley
Henley said our labor force here."
One other project getting funding
the DRA grant money will also
serve as a stabilizing factor for from the DRA is for Marshall
Briggs & Stratton amidst the inter- County Industrial Park infrastrucnational marketplace as production ture design and engineering for
at other companies have moved to $75,000.
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By a 2-to- I margin, polls show that voters
campaign.
accuses
of the way Bush is handling terrorBush
approve
of
Kerry
John
t
Democra
, those surveys suggest the pube
However
Iraq,
ism.
vulnerabl
in
leaving American troops
about the Iraq war.
divided
Dick
President
remains
lic
Cheney
Vice
while Bush and
Fort Campbell has the third-largest military
argue that Kerry lacks the judgment to lead
population in the Army. It also has lost the
the armed forces.
campaign: Of the 564
Bush last visited Fort Campbell on Nov. most soldiers in the Iraq
have died in Iraq,
who
embers
servicem
the
after
U.S.
months
terrorist
21, 2001, about two
Fort Campbell. Hundreds
from
been
have
on.
Then,
60
Washingt
and
York
New
in
attacks
Bush's aim was to rally the troops. On have been injured.
After his remarks to the troops. Bush and
Thursday, the eve of the one-year anniversary
lady Laura Bush were to eat lunch with
his
first
Iraq,
of
intention
of the U.S.-led invasion
and meet with some of their relasoldiers
the
his
place
political
to
and
thanks
was to give
—
tives.
on
full disstrong suit — national security
The president wanted to "express his gratiplay.

WASHINGTON (AP) — A year after he
sent troops to Iraq, President Bush is thanking
about 20,000 who have returned to a military
base in Kentucky and meeting with survivors
of some who never made
it home.
The trip to Fort
Campbell is part of
Bush's campaign to persuade Americans to give
him another four years as
commander in chief, at a
time when military leadership occupies center
stage in the presidential

Bush

tude on behalf of the nation to our troops and
their families for their service and sacrifice."
White House spokesman Scott McClellan
said. "Our troops are defending.our freedoms
in the war on terrorism, and they're helping to
make the world a safer place and to make
America more secure."
Bush and Kerry are both working hard to
try to polish their military-leadership credentials, and raise questions about each other's
fitness to be commander in chief.
Vice President Dick Cheney, speaking
Wednesday in California, praised Bush's victories in the war on terror and portrayed his
boss as a strong, decisive leader .
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•Straight •Easy to cut and nail •4 sides
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Fast-Setting Concrete Mix

'Sets hard in approximately 20-40
minutes without mixing •Achieves 4000
psi •Excellent for setting deck and fence
posts •Meets ASTM C387 #10437

BOB
CORNELISON

•Sturdy, all-purpose building
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•Great for building foundations,
retaining walls, etc. •Job lot
quantities available #10383
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stores
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lifetime warranty
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Bush to salute Fort Campbell soldiers back home

Morgenthaler said it was not
clear what the target may have
been. The hotel is in the middle of a
busy district that is both commercial and residential.
Shawayas, the council official.
said the vehicle was moving at the
time of the explosion, indicating it
was a suicide attack.
The explosion, which left a
jagged 20-foot crater, also set
ablaze nearby homes, offices, cars
and shops, sending dazed and
wounded people stumbling from
the wreckage.
A spokesman for the Iraqi
Governing Council, Hamid alKafaai, blamed al-Qaida for the
blast but offered no evidence.
"It is aimed at terrorizing the
civilians, destabilizing the country
and hampering the democratic
march in the country," he said.
A U.S. counterterrorism official,
speaking on the condition of
anonymity, said al-Qaida-linked
Jordanian Islamic militant Abu
Musab al-Zarqawi is among those
suspected of playing a key role.
The Mount Lebanon was a socalled "soft target" because it did
not have concrete blast barriers and
other security measures that protect
offices of the U.S.-led coalition and
buildings where Westerners live
and work.
Shawayas said that suggests
"this terrorist group is weak and
cannot get to important targets."
He said the attackers were foreigners, according to collected evidence, which he did not disclose.
The U.S.-funded Arabic AlHurra television station captured
the blast on video. As a massive
fireball explodes into the night sky
about a half- mile away and a second later a thunderous boom is
heard, an Iraqi woman in a Muslim
shawl who was about to be interviewed ducks for cover.
Rescuers pulled two more bodies from the rubble before dawn
Thursday and smoke poured from
the site 12 hours after the 8 p.m.
explosion.
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6' 30 Series
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Unit
•Maintenancefree *Insulating
glass for energy
efficiency 'Fully
weatherstripped
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warranty •Fully
piece
assembled frame Impressions
and ready to
Ceiling Panel
install •Handleset •48"W -Class A fire
included •Rough
retardant • 10 year limited
opening: 72"W x
warranty •64 sq. ft. per
80"H #59373
carton #12355
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WASHINGTON TODAY
By Ken Guggenheim

Iraq's
Wild Card
Shiites to resist the occupation:
she said.
Some Americans may find it..
unsettling to watch the United
States nervously await the edicts of
a reclusive Iranian-born Shiite cleric. It doesn't help that al-Sistani,
with his black eyebrows, white
beard and black turban, bears a
We're now two-thirds of the way hearings yet in the Senate, may colresemblance to Ayatollah Ruhollah
leagues and I have poured over the
through the General Assembly's
plan since the governor unveiled it.
2004 session. In the two months
Khomeini, Iran's late revolutionary
more we study the document
The
lawmakers
started,
session
the
since
leader.
have voted on scores of bills, close- and study the proposed cuts in eduBut al-Sistani is no Khomeini.
cation, the more we see our work
ly scrutinized the governor's $14.9
He shuns a direct involvement in
will be cut out for us once it arrives
billion budget proposal, and spent
in the Senate.
many hours in committee meetings
politics. He has accepted a tempostudying the major issues conAt the same time we've been
rary U.S. occupation as a step
fronting Kentucky.
preparing for budget negotiations,
toward building a democracy that
But the legislative process if
the number of bills we're voting on
would likely favor Shiites, who
more like a
each day continues to grow. At the
make up 60 percent of Iraq's popumarathon than a
time of this writing, only one bill
sprint, so the
lation.
passed. by both the House and
remaining days
Senate has been signed into law by
Al-Sistani "might well be
of the session
the governor. That legislation will
America's biggest allrin _Iraq," said
are sure to be
ensure that anyone who assaults a
Joost Hiltermann, Middle East projchallenging. In
pregnant woman in way that injures
the weeks to .
ect director of the International
her unborn child will face stiffer
come, lawmakCrisis.Group, a think tank based in
penalties.
ers will work
Belgium.
In the Senate, we've passed bills
long'hours hamat improving safety in coal
aimed
"He has held the Shiites at bay,"
mering out
boosting literacy and makmines,
on
he said. "He has told them not to
Legislative agreements
ing the area around schools safer.
and
resolubills
attack the Americans with arms, or
We've also passed a number of
Update
tions while trygo into violent opposition. He has
governmental re-organization bills.
By Sen. Bob ing to put
Although reorganization bills often
restrained the Shiites whenever the
Jackson
together an
deal with minor housekeeping matextremely tight
Shiites were attacked in the suicide
D-Murray
ters, such as changing the name of
budget that will
bombings.
an office, this year's bills have been
servsupport the
"Very few Shiite cleric leaders
quite significant because they
ices and proreflect Gov. Fletcher's plans to
could have done that," Hiltermann
grams Kentuckians depend on.
reduce the number of state cabinets.
said.
Our budget challenges this year
Cracking down on drug abuse
are particularly large. Gov. Fletcher
Al-Sistani's role in sidetracking
has also been a focus in the Senate.
to
proposal
budget
a
delivered
has
U.S. plans ha.. s been difficult to
lawmakers that would make signifi- One piece of legislation we
characterize.
approved would help identify peocant education cuts. Funding for
ple illegally abusing prescription
Danielle Pletka, a Middle East
regional service centers and the
by improving authorities'
drugs
program
rewards
school
state's
Enterprise
analyst at the American
access to the state's prescription
would be eliminated, and extended
Institute, said, "Either he is a gendrug database. Another bill would
school services and gifted and taluine. religious Iraqi patriot — of
ents programs would be targeted for stiffen penalties for anyone who
puts children in harm's way by
Iranian origin — or he is a very
cuts. As a result, many people
manufacturing methamphetamine
shrewd political operator. Or perbelieve the succeSs of this year's
near them. Some of the chemicals
session will be determined by the
haps he's both."
measure of success lawmakers have used to make meth are quite hazEvery time al-Sistani has
ardous and can cause severe side
at repairing those cuts.
become involved, Pletka said,"You
effects to anyone exposed to them.
The budget is currently under
say to yourself,'Who is this pain?' consideration in the House of
In last week's Senate action, we
approved bills to promote civic
Representatives. Though there
And in every aftermath you look
education programs and give some
back and say he really didn't play a haven't been any formal budget
pernicious role. It's actually been
interesting. He's never pushed too
far."
Al-Sistani has met with U.N.
envoy Lakhdar Brahimi, and U.S.
Last year's budget did something
FRANKFORT - After six weeks
similar, and there is no doubt that
officials hope the United Nations
of carefully reviewing Gov. Ernie
this helped tremendously in providFletcher's budget proposal, the
will help form the interim governing new or improved services to
a
adopted
s
Representative
of
House
are
elections
until
Iraq
ment to run
tens of thousands of families. •
Tuesday that features sevversion
held.
To help cover this cost, we pronotably
most
differences,
eral key
Iraqis, though. have not invited
pose pushing back many university
in education.
projects, saving about $42 million
Our budget
Brahimi's team to return. Some
would have been used to cover
that
cuts
the
restores
Shiites on the Iraqi Governing
bonds. This was not an easy
have
been
that
the
representas
Council see the team
decision, but we feel that while
made in recent
ing U.S. interests, but Brahimi said
months to a host these are important and need to be
Tuesday that al-Sistani has
built, they could wait for a year so
of school programs, including that more money could go to our
informed the United Nations that he
extended-school elementary and secondary schools.
wants it to play a role.
The House would also take surservices, preschool and fami- plus money from several state
Ken Guggenheim coversforeign
agencies and tap the Road Fund to
ly resource cencover more of the budget for
ters. We also
affairsfor The Associated Press in
Legislative increased perKentucky State Police.
Washinvton.
We also brought the raises for
pupil
funding
Update
cabinet secretaries down to the
By State Rep. significantly what they had been during the last
about eight perBuddy
administration and turned the lieucent over the
Buckingham
tenant governor's mansion, which is
next two years and we gave
now being renovated, over to the
Ammo
0111111ln
Kentucky Historical Society for
much, higher
and receptions, rather than
meetings
the
and
employees
school
to
raises
all11111111
PM"
PICNIC at
keeping it as living quarters.
state workforce to address more
The budget is now in the hands
expensive health insurance premiof the state Senate. which will
ums and inflation.
make whatever changes it thinks is
A new development in the scenecessary. A final vote will take
was the goverThursday
last
nario
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.) .
place after legislative leaders try to
nors announcement of a revised
Washington, D.C. 20510
301 Cannon House Office Building
find a compromise acceptable to a
"tax -modernization plan." We did
1-202-225-3115 (Washington
majority of both chambers: most
www.house gov/whitfield
not get a copy until Friday afternoon, so it is too early to pass judg- likely, that will be at the end of the
month.
ment. It reportedly includes a 26
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
While that issue has understandtax
cigarette
increase
20510
D.C.
pack
per
cents
Building
Washington,
Office
Senate
137ARussell
dominated the news, there
neuably
revenue
be
to
intended
is
and
1-202-224-4343
www.jim_bunning@bunning.senate.gov
were several other noteworthy bills
tral.
the House voted for last week.
Elsewhere in the budget. we
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
House Bill 25. for example, would
approved using bonds to fund more
Washington, D.C.20510
361ARussell Senate Office Building
clarify our laws dealing with
than $110 million worth of water
methamphetamine by making it a
1-202-224-2541 Washington #)
and sewer projects aCross the state.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
I nited States is adamant it wants to
hand over political control to Iraqis
on July I. Most Iraqi leaders are
adamant they want to take control
then. The big question is how committed Grand Ayatollah All alllusseini al-Sistani is to that day.
The U.S. insistence on the transition date has given the Iraqi cleric
enormous leverage as the United
States begins a final push toward
Iraqi sin ereignty.
The most powerful cleric for
Iraq's majority Shiite Muslims, alSistani has already stepped into
Iraq's political process at three key
junctures. Each time, he forced the
U.S.-led coalition.now running Iraq
to revise or delay its plans.
American officials appear leery
of challenging him openly. but
haven't been able to talk to him
directly, either.
The July ,1 deadline could be the
most critical moment yet. Any significant delay could raise doubts
about the U.S. commitment to
•
restoring Iraqi control, possibly
fueling anti-American violence. The Bush administration also wants
a peaceful transition well before the
1..S. presidential election.
With al-Sistani's support. the
transition could go smoothly. But it
could be derailed if he's dissatisfied.
.A1-Sistani may choose to use
that leverage carefully. Iraqis want
to regain control of their country
and al-Sistani. who has proven to
be pragmatic and politically astute,
may not want to he sein as standing
in the way.
U.S. officials say they are not
worried about him impeding the
handover. But they do recognize his
importance.
"He needs to be consulted and
that's what we're trying to do." said
a State Ikpartment official, speaking on condition of anonymity. "I
wouldn't really put it in the category of a problem. He's one of the
people that we knovv we need to
work with."
But working w ith al-Sistani isn't
easy. He refuses to meet with U.S.
officials. And he has frustrated
Americans by not publicly expressing his views on key issues until
after decisions have been made.
Marina Ottaway. a post-conflict
reconstruction specialist with the
Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace. said al-Sistani
"is increasing the uncertainty of a
process that was uncertain to begin
with." "
U.S. officials -do not challenge
him openly because they are afraid
he will issue a fatwa tedict) telling

Attention Washington!

By RICHARD NELSON
Recently, Rosie O'Donnell lambasted President Bush on ABC's
Good Morning America calling his
remarks "the most vile and hatefut
words ever spoken by a sitting president." So did the president pledge
to nuke some helpless country into
oblivion? Were his remarks racist?
Or did he, from his bully pulpit, lob
some epithet directly at Rosie?
Answer: None of the above.
The president simply said that he
supports a constitutional amendment to protect traditional marriage.
What?
O'Donnell said she was
"stunned" and "horrified," and
called Bush's position "very, very,
very, very shocking. And immoral."
It Is ironic that President Bush gets
branded as immoral because he supports marriage exclusively between
a man and a woman but this is
indicative of a larger trend by gay
activists to vilify anyone standing in
the way of their agenda.
It's fair to say that what is truly
stunning and shocking to the average American is that several thousand gay marriage licenses have
been issued in states from coast to
coast--states where gay marriage is
illegal.
Gavin Newsom, San Francisco's
mayor who married Rosie and some
3,600 other same-sex couples, started the gay-marriage revolution on
Feb. 12 and is arguably the nation's
biggest lawbreaker. Gay marriage
was outlawed in California in 2001
to
Medicaid recipients the ability
by 61 percent of the voters. Gay
chose their own at-home caregivers. marriage is also illegal in New
Mexico, New York, Oregon and
We also passed a bill that would
Washington. yet that hasn't stopped
create the Commission for a Health
mayors in these states from violatKentucky. This nine-person panel
the law by promoting homosexing
would
appointees
of the governor's
"marriage.
ual
be responsible for creating an
Proponents of gay marriage have
action plan for the state to meet a
convinced many of our leaders that
number of health goals, such as
love and commitment is all that is
reducing smoking and encouraging
needed for a marriage, but they are
healthy eating. The goals the comwrong. A grandparent can love and
mission will focus on were set by
commit to a grandchild, a teacher to
the state in response to the federal
a student, a coach to his ball team,
government's encouragement for all but it's not marriage. Love and
states to set the health goals they
commitment are integral to marriage but are insufficient in defining
wanted to achieve by 2010.
the institution.
Though we've been busy, the
Historically, healthy societies
real work in the Senate starts when
have adopted a few basic requirewe receive the budget bill. This is
ments for marriage: it must be
the reason we are in Frankfort. No
between two people of the opposite
other piece of legislation has as far- sex
who are not closely related.
reaching impact on communities
Fail to meet any of these requirethroughout Kentucky as the state
ments and you have something
budget. Quite simply, it is a stateother than marriage. A judge
ment of our state's priorities. It will recently recognized this and
take an extra effort this year to
promptly sentenced a 53-year-old
ensure the version of the budget
Mobile, Ala., man to jail for marrying his 30-year-old daughter. In
that is passed into law reflects the
Utah, a polygamist is now challengpriorities of the people across the
ing the law in his state because he
state.
wants multiple wives. If our society
So I hope you are able to follow
gay marriage how can it
accepts
the news reports on the budget pro- logically oppose voluntary incestuposal and all the other pieces of
ous and polygamous marriages?
legislation under consideration in
How about polyamory—a fancy
Frankfort. If you have a comment
word for group marriage? And how
or a question on an issue, I hope
can age restrictions ever be
you get in touch with me by calling imposed?
the General Assembly's toll-free
Marriage is not what some
message line at 800-372-7181.
mayor thinks it is. Nor is traditional marriage something that society
— even San Francisco — can do
Sen. Jackson, the Senate
without. Marriage predates civil
represents
Minority Whip,
thus it can never merely be a
law,
Kentucky's 1st District in Calloway, creation of politicians. History testiCarlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman. fies that married two- parent, mothTrigg and Lyon counties. He can be er/father households are integral to
reached toll-free at 800-372-7181.
society and healthy homes are necHis Web page is
essary, to its survival.
www.senjackson.com. You can write
Social research tells us that marhim at Senate Democratic
ried individuals do better than their
unmarried counterparts. They lead
Leadership Offices, Capitol Annex,
healthier lifestyles, experience less
Frankfort. K%%, 40601.
depression, are less likely to abuse
drugs or alcohol and are more productive in the workplace. It is clear
that society benefits from marriage
and that is why it is privileged in
public policy.
Numerous studies indicate that
crime to traffic in one of the drug's
kids do best in married two-parent
precursors, or base materials. This
has been a thorny issue, because the households. According to
researcher Timothy Dailey "(chilmaterials used to make it are relatively common, but this should only dren) fare better academically,
financially, emotionally, and behavaffect those who clearly intend to
iorally. They delay sex longer, have
manufacture the drug.
better health, and receive more
A similar bill that has made it
parental support."
a
now
and
through the Senate
Kids need both a mother and a
House committee would make it a
father in order for these benefits to
felony to manufacture methamphet- occur. Boys and girls have differamine near children. If a child is
ent emotional and psychological
killed as a result of a fire or exploneeds. They are wired differently'
sion caused by this, the person
and need both a mother and father
could face the death penalty.
to nurture and guide them to adulthood. How can a little girl raised
In another action involving chilby two "daddies" learn what it
dren, the House on Wednesday
means to be a woman, wife and
voted for a resolution that asks
Congress to fully fund the No Child mother? How can a young boy
raised by two "mommies ever
Left Behind Act. This was unaniknow what it means to be a man, a
mously approved, because we all
husband and a father if he has never
is
law
agree that while the federal
had one for a role model?
admirable in the changes it wants to
O'Donnell lost her mother when
make. it does not completely take
she was 10 and was deeply hurt by
work
into account the considerable
the loss. While our hearts go out to
being done by states like Kentucky. Rosie, or any other child who sufWe are in the session's final
fers such a loss, it is ironic that
days, which means that our workO'Donnell is purposely depriving
load will only increase between
her sons from having a father in
their lives. An overlooked fact in
now and the end of the month.
this debate is that gay marriage conAfter a two-week veto recess, we
demns children to motherless or
will adjourn the session in midfatherless homes. The issue is not
April.
whether gay activists are discrimior
writing
keep
I hope you will
nated against and thus deprived of
calling me about your views as we
their "rights" but rather, the depricomplete our work. My address is
vation they are willing to visit upon
700
Annex,
Capitol
Room 3291.
by denying them the right
children
itol Avenue, Frankfort, KY
r)
to have both a mother and a father
1. You can also leave a message, toll-free, at 800-372-7181 or,
Richard Nelson is a policy anafor the deaf or hard-of-hearing,
lystfor the Family Foundation o
800-896-0305. The Spanish line is
Kentucky, a non-profit public policy
877-864-0202.
group based in Lexington. He
I look forward to hearing from
resides in Trigg County with his
wife andfour children. '
you.
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Mrs. Lavell Bucy Curd
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Mrs. Mary Lavell Willoughby Bucy Curd, 85, Valentine Road, New
Concord, died Wednesday, March 17, 2004, at 7:20 a.m. at Colonial Care
Nursing Home, Sebree.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Otis H. Bucy, her second husband. T.G. Curd, two sisters, Lorell Willoughby and Ella
Willoughby Hodges, and two brothers, Otis and Curtis Willoughby. Born
Dec. 14, 1918, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late
Henry Willoughby and Lena Mae Turner Willoughby.
Mrs. Curd was a member of New Mt. Camel Baptist Church, New
Concord.
Survivors include tWb daughters, Mrs. Myra B. Braden and husband,
Donnie, Sebree, and Mrs. Sharon G. Christie and husband, John, Fort
Walton Beach, Fla.; one son, John Thomas Bucy, New Concord; one
brother, Aubrey (Red) Willoughby and wife, Beatrice, Murray; five
grandchildren, Pam Bucy Eldridge, Vanessa Bucy, Micah Braden,
Timothy Braden and Scarlet Rainey Owens; one great-grandchild,
Morgan Haven Owens.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. at New Mt. Carmel Baptist
Church. The Rev. David York will officiate. Burial will follow in the
McCuiston Cemetery, New Concord.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8 p.m.
Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Anthony's Hospice, P.O.
Box 305, Dixon, Ky., 42409 or McCuiston Cemetery Fund, c/o Dana and
Dora Corey, 119 Mart Lane, New Concord, Ky., 42076.
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The funeral for Mrs. Rebecca (Becky) Henson will be Friday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton. Cecil Moore will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Fooks Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
Mrs. Henson. 60, Belleville, Ill., formerly of Marshall County, died
Monday, March IS. 2004. at her home.
She was a legal secretary at Bryan Cave, LLP, a law firm in St. Louis, Mo.,
and was a member of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Robert Johnston, one daughter. Heather Johnston, one son. Shane Johnston, and her mother, Inabell
Thompson.
Survivors include her husband, Frank Henson; her father, Wayne
Washburn, Hardin; one daughter, Mrs. Summer Penet, Belleyille, Ill.; one son,
Jonathan Johnston, Gilbertsville; four sisters, Mrs. Sheila (Tiny) Niemi, Mrs.
Sheila Collins, Mrs. Sharon Schwartz and Mrs. Diane Johnston; four brothers,
Weldon Washburn, Bruce Jensen, Danny Washburn and Phillip Thompson;
five grandchildren.

Mrs. Maxine Shockley

Robert Fulton Garner, 68, Buchanan, Tenn.. died Wednesday. March
17, 2004, at Veterans Administration Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
He was a retired truck driver with Boyd Auto Sales, a former roller operator with Tennessee Asphalt, and a caretaker
for his invalid mother from 1998 to 2001. He was of
Protestant faith and served in the U.S. Army 10th Artillery
from 1958 to 1960.
His wife, Myrtle Bishop Garner, and his grandparents, Rufus M. and
Fronie Jane McDaniel Garner and Robert and Annie Merrell, all preceded him in death. Born Jan. 3, 1936, he was the son of the late Sims Garner
and Mary May Merrell Garner.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Linda Lou.Locke and husband,
Thomas. Murray, Ky.; one niece, Mrs. Jada Kimbro and husband. Brian,
Buchanan, Tenn.; several close cousins.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris. Tenn. Jim Canter will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Curtis Garner, Gerald Garner. Chester Lee Garner,
Chester Miller Garner. Gary Reed and Brian Kimbro. Burial will follow
in the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery, Buchanan.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday and after
11 a.m. Saturday.

Mrs. Maxine Elizabeth (Bettye) Shockley, 88, Dallas,
Texas, formerly of Mayfield. Ky., died Tuesday, March
16, 2004, at the Medical City Hospital, Dallas.
Her husband, James W. Shockley, Church of Christ
minister, to whom she was married Feb. 11, 1940, preceded her death after more than 60 years of marriage. Also
preceding her in death were an infant son, Mark David,
one sister, Imogene McNeil, and two brothers, Randall
Mason and Glen Mason. Born Nov. 17, 1915. in Graves
County, she was the daughter of the late B.B. Mason and
Rosa Schmidt Mason.
Mrs. Shockley, a graduate of Lowes High School, had
Shockley
worked for the Old Hale Chevrolet Company and later as
manager of the Hale Tractor and Implement Company.
She later supported her husband in his ministry all over Western Kentucky and
Western Tennessee. She also served for many years as secretary of Seventh and
College Church of Christ, Mayfield.
Survivors include one son. William (Bill) Shockley and wife, Betty. Dallas;
two granddaughters, Christa Ann Knox, Dallas, and Carrie Beth Woolman,
Seattle, Wash.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home.
Mayfield. Burial will follow in the Maplewood Cemetery, Mayfield.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after noon on Saturday.

Tight supplies cause crude oil to move past $38/barrel
WASHINGTON (AP) — As oil October 1990. It had peaked during
prices jump to a 14-year high, there is Wednesday trading at $38.35, a level
growing speculation that gasoline not reached since it briefly neared
this summer could reach a national $40 a barrel a few weeks before the
average of $2 per gallon, and even start of the Iraq war a year ago.
The high cost of crude is causing
higher in some regions.
Dwindling stockpiles and increas- refiners to shy away from buying oil.
ing demand have put new pressure analysts say. It also is leaving invenon both crude oil prices and the tab at tories of crude as well as petroleum
products, including gasoline, at levthe gas pump, analysts said.
well below normal. That, in turn.
els
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surveys
Separate
the national average of gasoline at is putting pressure on prices.
"We have very low crude invento$1.72 a gallon for regular grade and
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right
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t at
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risk
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president
stations.
Crude oil closed Wednesday on Energy Merchant Corp.
"It's a viewpoint that the market
the New York Mercantile Exchange
down the
at $38.18 a barrel, the highest since will have better supply

road." he said. adding that refiners at
today's crude prices do not want to
take on more oil than they can use.
While crude inventories actually
increased slightly last week, stocks

of gasoline declined by 800,000 barrels to nearly 10 million barrels
below the five-year average for this
time of year. according to the Energy
Information Administration.

Parade car accelerates
into crowd,injuring eight
SAVANNAH, Ga. (AP) — A
convertible in Savannah's St.
Patrick's Day parade surged into a
police marching band Wednesday
and slammed into spectators who
lined the parade route.
Eight people struck by the car
were rushed to local hospitals. None
suffered life-threatening injuries,
hospital officials said. Most were
treated for broken bones, cuts and
bruises. Six had been released from
hospitals within hours.
The parade had come to a stop
when the car failed to brake and ran
through the marching band and into
a crowd of parade watchers near the
center of downtown Savannah, said
Bucky Burnsed, police spokesman.
"We were sitting here ... smiling
and having a good time, then all of a
sudden, barn, this guy comes tearing
through the parade and smashes into
the band," said Bobby Johnson of
New York.
People were screaming "Stop!
Stop!" as the car raced toward them.
witnesses said. The car was estimated to be traveling at about 30 mph.
"I don't know much about speed
but I know when a car downshifts."
said Bill Rice of Atlanta. "I could
tell he made no attempt of trying to
turn."
The driver, identified as John
Edward Sheppard. 62, was being
questioned by police. Burnsed said.
Investigators had determined that
the drivef was not intoxicated and
had not suffered a health condition.
The vehicle, a Chrysler Sebring,
was being examined for any possible mechanical defects, police said.
The car, gold which with green
shamrocks taped on its sides, sustained minimal damage except for
its windshield, which was smashed
and had collapsed. Witnesses said
the car had at least two passengers.
The injured included three members of Monmouth County Police
Pipes and Drum Band of New
Jersey, which was marching in front

of the car in the parade.
Other victims were pedestrians
gathered to watch the parade,
including two members of a G8
Summit planning team who were
monitoring security measures at the
event. Nearby Sea Island is the site
of this year's meeting of leaders
from the G8 member nations, which
will be held in June.
Hank Reed of Savannah, 65, the
G8's director of operations, required
stitches to his hand and was
released, while another G8 employee broke her arm, officials said.
Others who were treated and
released were identified as James
O'Reilly, 38, of Manville, N.J.;
Donald Allen, 41, West Caldwell,
Froelicher, 68,
N.J.; Frank
Savannah; Alyson Lipscomb, 24,
Cartersville, Ga.; and Rose Noll, 32,
Bradley Beach, N.J.
Also injured were Norma King,
48, Atlantic Beach, N.J., and Judith
Carolyn Roach of Savannah.
It was the second year that the
New Jersey band had marched in
the parade, said Sgt. Edgar
Martinez. a spokesman for the
Jersey City Police Department,
which had 23 members accompanying the band.
"We heard an acceleration and
the car drove right through the
dnimline," said Brian Gillespie of
Brielle, N.J., a snare drummer in the
band.
The crash happened about midway through the St. Patrick's Day
parade, which is billed as the
nation's second largest behind New
York City's.
The-parade was quickly diverted
and continued as the injured were
taken by ambulance and police
secured the scene.
St. Patrick's is the biggest
tourism day of the year in Savannah.
The city's annual parade — which
has been going on for 180 years —
and related events attract an estimated 400,000 people each year.

Economic development
chief says Kentucky
Lock underfunded
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Work on the Kentucky Lock will
come to "a screeching halt" unless
more federal money is provided for
the work, Ken Wheeler,chairman of
the Greater Paducah • Economic
Development Council said.
"The fact is that Kentucky is in
serious shape," Wheeler said.
"There will be no work up there if
things continue as planned right
now. It's a more serious problem
than I've ever seen."
The federal budget request for
fiscal 2005, which starts Oct. 1, con- tains $25 million for the projects.
That is about $15 million short of
the amount needed to continue construction and award a contract early
next year for a new U.S. 62 railroad

bridge. Wheeler said.
The new bridge must be built
before the old corridors across
Kentucky Dam are shut down to
start work on the new lock.
"This has gone on every year,"
Wheeler said. "It's just that this year
is the worst I can remember.The new 1.200-foot lock will
allow barges to pass in half the four
hours it now takes to pass through.
A 20-cent tax on each gallon of
river fuel used goes into the
Waterways Trust Fund to help pay
for projects like the new Kentucky
Lock. The fund has an $800 million
surplus that can't be spent until it is
matched dollar-for-dollar by federal
funds that haven't been appropriated.
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Mrs. Rebecca (Becky) Henson

The funeral for Mrs. Floye M. Fitts will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Hollis Miller will
officiate. Singing will be led by University Church of Christ Singers.
James P. Nimmo
Pallbearers will be Max Henry, Charles Ray Henry, Jimmy
The funeral for James P. Nimmo will be today (Thursday) at 1 p.m. in the
McCuiston, Joe McKinney, Sammy Henry and Donald Cook. Burial will chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Bill Fisher will officiate.
follow in the Hicks Cemetery.
Burial will follow in the Benton Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Fitts, 82, Meadow Lane, Murray, died Tuesday, March 16, 2004,
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Benton First United Methodist
Church, 845 U.S. 641 S.. Benton, Ky.. 42025.
at 9 a.m. at her home.
Mr. Nimmo, 83, Olive Street, Benton, died Tuesday, March 16, 2004, at
She .was married Feb. 16, 1944, to Beauton Fitts. who died June 20.
a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
3:50
1986. Also preceding her in death were two sisters. Audalene
had retired as a maintenance engineer with GAF of Calvert City. He was
He
and
Ross
Garvin,
brothers,
and
three
.
McCuiston,
and
Evie
McCutcheon
member of Alford Lodge No. 925 of Free and Accepted Masons at
50-year
a
Rayford Henry. Born March 16, 1922, in Calloway County, she was the
and was a charter member of International Association of Machinist
daughter of the late Charlie Brown Henry and Frances Mamie O'Neal Aurora
and Aerospace Workers.
Henry.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Harley Nimmo and Alice Ross
Mrs. Fitts was a member of University Church of Christ. She loved to Nimmo.
garden and was a babysitter to many children.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Helen Nimmo; one son, Robert Donald
Survivors include one son, David Fitts and wife, Nancy, West Chester. Nimmo, Paducah; one grandchild, Faria P'Pool, and one great-grandchild,
Ohio; one brother, M.W. Henry, Murray; three grandchildren, Carrie Beth Lillian Grace rPool,Cadiz; one sister, Mrs. Verna Jones, Aurora; one brother,
Fleck and husband. Dan, and Matthew Fitts and wife. Jacey, all of Joe Nimmo, Benton; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Frances Kozeslcy, Latrobe, Pa.,
Cincinnati. Ohio, and Lindsey Fitts, Denver, Colo.; one great-grandchild, and Mrs. Jane Hanheide, Green Valley, Ariz.
Sophie Fleck.

Robert Fulton Garner
ng

The funeral for Bobby G. Starks will be Friday at 2 p.m. in chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Glynn On and the Rev. Terry Vasseur will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Trey Green, Bill.Crick. Doug McGregor, Henry Sledd,
Billy Adams and Bill Adams. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
Mr. Starks, 69, Holiday Drive, Murray. died Tuesday. March 16, 2004, at
10:19 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired sheet metal worker, he was an Army veteran and a
member of Westside Baptist Church.
Born Nov. 3, 1934, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Courtney Starks and Rozelle Overcast Starks.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Kathryn Paschall Starks. to whom he
was married March 18, 1956; one daughter, Mrs. Tresa Williams and husband,
Roy, and one son, Gary Starks and wife, Julie, all of Murray; two brothers, Bill
Starks and wife, Molly, Mobile, Ala., and Ricky Starks and wife, Lisa, Murray;
five grandchildren, Amanda Dick and husband, Sam, Christopher Williams,
Cody Starks, Ashley Green and husband. Trey, and Courtney Starks; one
great-grandchild. Hannah Green.
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Convenient access to
U.S. postal service
shipping options
For more information or to
access the new online postage
page on eBay or PayPal, visit
http://pages.ebay.com/usps or
http://www.paypal.com/shipping.
About USPS: Since 1775, the
U.S. Postal Service has connected friends, families, neighbors
and businesses by mail. It is an
independent federal agency that
visits 141 million homes and
businesses every day and is the
only service provider to deliver
to every address in the nation.
The Postal service receives
no taxpayer dollars for routine
operations, but derives its operating revenues solely from the
sale of postage, products and
services. With annual revenues
of more than $68.9 billion, it is
the world's leading provider of
mailing and delivery services,
offering some of the most
affordable postage rates in the
world.
The U.S. Postal Service
delivers more than 46 percent of
the world's mail volume - some
202 billion letters, advertisements, periodicals and packages
a year-and serves seven million
customers each day at its
40,000 retail locations.
About alloy: eBay is The
World's Online Marketplace®.
Founded in 1995, eBay created
a powerful platform for the sale
of goods and services by a passionate community of individuals
and businesses. On any given
day, there are millions of items
across thousands of categories
for sale on eBay.
eBay enables trade on a
local, national and international
basis with customized sites in
markets around the world.
Itirough an array of services,
such as its payment solution
provider PayPal, eBay is
enabling global e-commerce for
an ever-growing online community.
About PayPal: PayPal, an
eBay Company. enables any
individual or business with an
e-mail address to securely, easily
and quickly send and receive
tf
payments online. PayPal's servOur Registered
ice builds on the existing financial infrastructure of bank
Bridal Couples:
accounts and credit cards and
Leigh-Allyn Baker
utilizes the world's most
& Keith Kauffman
advanced proprietary fraud prevention systems to create a safe,
Julie Graves & Scott McKeel
global, real-time payment soluKelly Felts & Chris Meyer
tion.
Slone Hutchison & Nick Cartsler
Founded in 1998, PayPal has
than 40 million accounts
more
Wendy Dowdy & Matt lines
and is available to users in 38
Megan Penniston & Jared Wolfe
countries around the world.
More information about the
Goodman
Greg
Molly Melson &
company can be found at
Nola Goehman & Luke McCall
http//www.paypal.com/.
Jennifer Myers
& Mitchell Tucker

WASHINGTON. D.C. —
The U.S. Postal Service is now
directly accessible from the
cHay and PayPal websites. Now,
eBay.com and
PayPal users
can purchase
postage online
and print U.S.
Postal Service
shipping labels
directly from
their computers, making
shipping
Greetings the
process easier
from
and more effident.
Dexter
By Peggy Smith
"We are
Dexter .
essentially
Postmaster
making the
U.S. Postal
Service directly accessible within
the World's Online Marketplace,"
said USPS Chief Marketing
Officer Anita Bizzotto. "This
relationship with eBay is yet
another example of our commitment to improving access, convenience and 'value for our customers, already the benchmark
for the shipping industry."
Integrated on both PayPal and
eBay.com sites, the eBay Online
Postage solution, powered by
Pitney Bowes. enables customers
to print a USPS shipping label
and pay for the postage via
their PayPal account. Once the
label is purchased. both the
buyer and seller will be able to
track the delivery status of the .
package online..In addition,
vs hen eBay's Online Postage is
used together with USPS' free
Carrier Pickup, eBay and PayPal
users can save a trip to the
Post Office.
"Fast and reliable shipping
services are essential to eBay
buyers and sellers." said Gary
Dillabough, vice president of
eBay Strategic Partnerships.
"Integration of Online Postage
will allow the eBay and PayPal
communities to manage their
online sales and postage needs
easily and conveniently from
one place."

Thursday, March 18, 2004

Engagement

Calloway County Citizens for Traditional Marriage will have Is rally on the courthouse square
on Saturday, March 20, at 1 p.m.
Featured speaker will be Richard Nelson, representative of Family Foundation of Kentucky..
Distributed will be flyers about the Marriage
Amendment to the Kentucky Constitution asking
persons to call Sen. Bob Jackson or Rep. Robert
(Buddy) Buckingham at 1-800-372-7181 requesting them to pass the amendment to the constitution. A toll-free message line is open from 6
Jo's
to 1 p.m., Monday through Thursday, and
Datebook 6a.m.
to 5 p.m. on Friday.
a.m.
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor
The 15th annual Quilter's Day Out will be Saturday, March 20, from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at the Marshall County Extension Office at the intersection of U.S. Hwy. 641 and Ky. 58,
Benton. Demonstrations will be from 10 a.m. to noon. At 1 p.m. participants will show quilts, wall hangings and quilted garments. The
event is free and open to the public. Soft drinks will be provided to
those who bring a sack lunch. Participating will be nine organizations
of Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society.

Quitter's Day Out will be Saturday

I,

Kayla Cates & Kerry Amis
Adrienne Brown & Mark Yeager
Brittany Beane & Clint Johnson
Krista Winn & Shannon Sullivan
Kassa Kelso & Derek McCallum
Jennifer Carr & Wayne Hamaker
Heather Skees & Tim Johnston
Melissa Herron & Drew Perry
Jessica Stevenson
& Jonathan Reid
Tiffany Lassiter & Greg Linvillt
1Crista Gaines & Scot Albrecht
Courtney Christopher
& John Eric Yezerski
Emily Cleaver & Tim Stark
Courtney Wood & Ryan Lewi,

How ABO

ANNUITY.
Woodmen's Flexible Premium
Premium Deterred Annuities are
We alternatives fr. nther savings
The initial guarantee,1 'ate'

Alpha Department to meet Saturday

Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday, March 20, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house. Ruth Anderson of
Murray, formerly of Alberta, Canada, will speak about her travels.
Hostesses will be Trish Barton, Donna Herndon and Carol. Wimberley.

Jimmy and Rhonda Felts of Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Kelly Elizabeth Felts, to
Christopher Glen Meyer, son of Glen and Denise Meyer of Metropolis, Ill.
Miss Felts is the granddaughter of Mrs. Calene Felts and the late
Billy Felts of Murray, and the late Johnny and Polly Hutchens of
Hardin.
Mr. Meyer is the grandson of John Holt, Mary DuFour and LaNell
Meyer and the late Leonard Meyer. all of Metropolis.
The bride-elect is a 1996 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She received a bachelor of science in dietetics in 2000 and
a master of science in organizational communications in 2003, both
from Murray State University.
The groom-elect, a 1998 graduate of Joppa High School. received
his bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering from the University
,
of Kentucky. He is employed by Swales Aerospace, Langley, Va.
The wedding will be Saturday, March 27, 2004, at 3 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, Murray.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and friends
are invited.

Music Dept.
will sponsor
music contests

Ails selected
for honor
April Alls, 16, was selected
"Most Photogenic" at the 2004
Leo's Loveliest Beauty Walk in
Haleyville, Ala. This is the third
year she has received this honor.
Ails, who was also named fourth
alternate to the queen in the 2004
senior division, served as the 2002
junior division queen.
She is the daughter of Joe Mark
Ails, a 1980 Murray High School
graduate, and Selena Ails of
Haleyville.
Her grandparentsf are Dr.
Willard and Martha Ails of Murray.
Murra9's Newest

Four Rivers group will meet Sunday

Four Rivers Music Friends are scheduled to meet Sunday, March
21, at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open
to all musicians and listeners. For information call Velvaleen at 7536979

American Legion Baseball plans meeting
meeting

on
Post 236 of American Legion will have a baseball
Sunday. March 21, at the Joe Crea.son Building. Benton. Meetings
will also be held April 18 and May 16. Tryouts will be held May
29 at Mike Miller Park, Benton. For information call 270-703-0276.

Lions Club will have free vision screeningthe

Another community project of the Murray Lions Club will be
sponsorship of a free vision screening for all ages on Saturday, March
20, from 8 a.m. to tipon at the Senior Citizens Center, located in the
Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray.

The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will sponRussor woodwind, string, percussion
Hazel Woman's Club will have its foreign dish supper (Japan,
Hazel
the
at
p.m.
sia and Greece) on tonight, March 18, at 6:30
and brass contests for middle and
Community Center. Betty Hudson will give the devotion. Hostesses
high school,. private school and
will be Vicki Singleton and Nancy Mieure.
home-schooled students in Murray and Calloway County.
The contests will be Thursday,
A shower for Rusty and Lanie Comwell who lost their home and
April 20, at 6:30 p.m. at the MurSunday, March 21, at 3 p.m. at the Hardin
ray Woman's Club House at 704 contents by fire will be
Hardin. The Cornwell home was located on Starks
Center,
Community
Vine St., Murray.
Cemetery Road. For more information call Tonya Scott at 437-4910.
Monetary awards will be presented to the first-place winners
of the contests. Second and third
The ECW of St. John's Episcopal Church will meet tonight, March
place prizes may be awarded at
18, at 7 p.m. at the home of Bonnie Murdock, 153 Guinevere Dr.,
the discretion of the judges. This
Murray. Dr. Victor Raj will talk and Show slides about India.
year there will be no Novice Category.
Contest entry forms have been
The fourth of the annual Lenten fish fry dinners will be Friday,
distributed to the band directors
March 19, from 5 to 7 p.m. at St. Leo Catholic Church, 410 North
at each of the middle and high
12th St., Murray.
schools, and forms have been
mailed to private music teachers.
Contestants should read the conMurray State University Horticulture Plant Sale will be Saturday,
test rules carefully and also make
March 20. from 9 a.m. to noon. Call the Pullen Farm Greenhouse at
sure that their music teacher or
767-0467 for more information. These sales will be each Saturday
band director marks their level of
until May I.
competition and signs the entry
before mailing it.
The group, Divine Appointment from Murray, will be featured at
The entry forms must be
Glory Bound Entertainment tonight, March 18, from 7 to 9 p.m. at
received by April 6. For addiforms.
or
entry
Weaks Community Center, Murray. Each one is asked to bring a can
information
tional
of food for Need Line. There is no admission, but a love offering
contact Virginia Randolph at 759will be taken. This is an outreach ministry of Goshen United Methodist
2560 or Gale Vinson at 753-5452.
Church and the public is invited.

Lenton fish fry at church Friday

Horticulture plant sale Saturday

Divine Appointment will be at Glory Bound

rlonst
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and GiCt Shoppe
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• Green Leaf Candles & SC1'17
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• Full-Service Florist
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Murray. KY 42071
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Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2

Christian Women of Murray will have its luncheon meeting on Friday, March 19, a 10 a.m. in the social hall of First United Methodist
Church. Donna Raye Kirby will be speaker and Debra Webb will be
soloist. A "High Style/Low Cost" style show from clothes from Angel's
Attic will be held. For information call Jo Lovett at 753-4683.

Episcopal Women to meet tonight

April Alls

"ESSENTIAL DAY PA
• 12th SL
L. University Square
"
754-2100

Christian Women to meet Friday

Shower planned for couple

3.50%

Ii

The 4-H Entomology Club, "The Bug Club," will meet Saturday.
March 20, from 9 to 10:30 a.m. at the Calloway County Extension
office. All interested persons are invited.

Hazel Woman's Club plans supper

Brittany Arant & Eric Gibbs

Gilt
-

Entomology Club to meet Saturday

Felts and Meyer

Emily Shapton
& Kevin Curtningharn

Ifridal 'Retiistry
_

111111111111
Special rally will be Saturday
on the courthouse square

I

-tree Spray limning Booth
ii

•tills that I.i•I

HAIR CARE • MASSAGE THERAPY • FACIALS• MAMiCURES & PEDICURES
10%11. • Situ ii • t,
I 1- I.1

-3411641,15

Afe,Spfeutine
at

IUTAS

eireed deeiteed*
oftwommtooros
New Spring Items
Out Daily
We Also Have

Prom Formals

• Unique
• Hard to Find
• Low Prices
Open Mon.-Sat. 10 am-6 pm
605 S. 12th St.• 762-0207
Owner - Rita Wyatt

YoungLife will meet Thursdays at 7:47 p.m. for CLUB at the
Main Street Youth Center. All high school students are welcome. For
more information contact your YoungLife leader at lunch breaks or
call 762-2343.

Stroke/Head Injury group will meet

Stroke/Head Injury Support Group will meet today. March 18, at
5:30 p.m. in Center for Health & Wellness classroom. For more information call Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557 or Amy Agyeman at 2934113.

R E.SSENTIAL DAY 5PA
'
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look like iitt'‘t. been!
-Free Spra

Boot

Instant road!. that last for dm,
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Maggie Sasso and Jessica Brown

Nathan English and Cheyenne Chapman

MSU students to attend Students have work chosen
Canadian art workshop
Murray State University art students Jessica Brown
and Maggie Sasso
will be attending this year's Emma Lake
International Collaboration
Workshop in Canada on July 28-Aug. 2.
The workshop is sponsored by the Saskatchewan
Craft Council, who
invited 100 artists from all over the world to particip
ate in the week-long
retreat. The artists will work collaboratively, making
art in open studio sessions rather than attending formal lectures and demonst
rations.
Brown is a junior from Paducah, where she is pursuin
g a B.F.A. degree
in woodworking and functional design. She serves
as president of the
Organization of Murray Art Students. She is the daughte
r of Roschnell
Brown and Cheryl Brown.
Sasso is a junior from Murray. and is also pursuing
a B.F.A. degree in
woodworking and functional design. She has been
an officer for the
Organization of Murray Art Students for two years. She
is the daughter of
Paul and Sandy Sasso.

Murray State University art students Nathan English and Cheyenne
Chapman recently had their work
chosen for the National Council on
Education for the Ceramic Arts
(NCECA) Regional Student Juried
Exhibition.
NCECA is a professional organization of artists, educators, students,
patrons,
- retailers and manufacturers
devoted to the promotion and
improvement of the ceramic arts
through education, research and creative practice.
The Regional Student Juried
Exhibition is an annual exhibition
that showcases undergraduate and
graduate student work from i multistate region surrounding the confer-

ence host city. This year's exhibition
will be held in Indianapolis, Ind.,
and will feature work by students in
Kentucky, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio
and Pennsylvania.
According to Susan O'Brien,
assistant professor in ceramics at
Murray
State, English
and
Chapman were chosen from among
349 entries submitted from 43
schools. Fifty-one pieces of artwork
were selected.English and Chapman
are both seniors majoring in
art/ceramics at Murray State.
English, a graduate of Massac
County High School, is from
Metropolis, Ill. Chapman is from
Paris, Tenn., and is a Henry County
High School graduate.
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The Mayfield/Graves County Art
Guild is now showing a selection of
work from the Murray State
University biennial faculty art
exhibit. Recent Work was organized
by Jim Bryant, the MSU gallaries
director. The exhibition showcases
the art of 12 instructors of the
Murray State University Art
Department.
On display will be the work of
teachers: Jeanne Beaver. metal
smithing; Steve Bishop, sculpture;
Jim Bryant, printmaking and graphic design; Dick Dougherty, painting;
,Sarah Gutwirth, painting; Alma
Hale, graphic design; Nicole Hand,
printmaking; Michael Johnson. photography; Dale Leys drawings; Paul
Sasso, woodworking and functional
design; Camille Serre. art education;
Jerry Speight, two-dimensional
design.
Recent Work will be on display at
the Art Guild until March 31.
The Guild is located in the historic Ice House, 120 North 8th St.
(corner of North ,and North 8th
Streets) in Mayfield. The Guild is
accessible to individuals with disabilities. Admission is free. The
Guild is open Tuesday Friday 10
a.m.,to 4:30 p.m. and Saturday. 10
a.m. to 1 p.m.

Memphis Orchestra to
perform in Paris

18, at
infor293-

Among the selections for the
Paris concert are Rosapro's
"Concerto for Marimba and
Orchestra"
and
Beethoven's
"Symphony No. 2 in D Major, Opus

A4;771

36." For the lighter side, the orchestra will perform Kechley's "The
Funky Chicken."
Forty-eight
musicians
will
appear at the Paris concert.

Corporation

*PURCHASE OR REFINANCE
*DEBT CONSOLIDATION
*PAY OFF YOUR CREDIT CARDS
*MOST ALL CREDIT GRADES
*CREDIT CHALLENGES/BANKRUPTCIES
COME BY TODAY AT 632 SOUTH 4TH STREET,MURRAY,KY
OR CALL 210-753-7665
TOLL FREE 888-246-4093

ronrfrf
HWY.641 N. MURRA1
753-1725
1-800472-8852

& Gifts

SAVE $10
OFF ENTIRE STOCK

20% OFF

S

All Decorative Pottery,
Containers & Planters

4*4;°

\-t4

"Container Gardening: Easy as 1-2-3"
Saturday, March 20 at 10 a.m.

regularly priced SAS women's and

Sale ends Sunday, March 21.

4DRT
Siesta

Free Gift To All Attendees
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5
?If

Benefit Dinner &

Don't miss the savings on ALL

men's shoes, as well as handbags.

FREE SEMINAR

The
Memphis
Symphony
Orchestra, under the direction of
Maestro David Loebel. will be in
concert at the Krider Performing
Arts Center at 650 Volunteer Drive
in Paris. Tenn. at 7:30 p.m. April 3.
Maestro Loebel became music
director and conductor of the
orchestra in 1999. He also is associ-

ti-tottitivI?

at the
e. For
sits or

ate principal conductor of the St.
Louis Symphony. Loebel has been
noted for performances that cornbine innate musicality with interpretive insight.

MITIce

Free Time

Hurry in for your favorite comfort shoes in a wide variety of
styles and colors!
All-leather shoes handcrafted in San Antonio, Texas.

Saturday, April 3
Beginning at 6 p.m.
Lake Barkley Resort
& Conference Center
Featuring

Music By The "Temple Airs" of Evansville
and

Sumptuous Buffet In The Grand Tradition of Lake Barkley Lodge

sHoe sensaTion

$50 per person • Tickets may be purchased over the telephone
with Visa or MasterCard. Call 270-522-9056.

BENEFITTING THE JANICE MASON ART
MUSEUM IN CADIZ

Chestnut Hills Plaza • 270-753-6242

.
441.

000

eft

t,,,)vded

Acceptance Capital

InTheSpotlight

Mayfield guild showcasing Murray State faculty art

g on
rigs
May
276.

Ph r

The Murray Art Guild's 15th annual juried exhibition "Visua
l
Evidence" opened Sunday with an awards ceremony and reception. Gene Snowden's "Redbuds 'n Grapes" took the premie
r
award, presented by the Murray Woman's Club's Marth
a
Crawford, pictured above. A variety of regional entries were
submitted in various mediums, such as pottery, metal sculpture
and wood. The exhibit was juried by Dr. Camille Serre, profes
sor of art and head of art education at Murray State Univer
sity.
The exhibit will run through April 7. For more information,
call
753-4059.
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SENIORS
This is their last chance and,
yes, there still are seniors left in
college basketball.
• Duke's Chris Duhon was a
freshman on the Blue Devils' last
championship team and he is the
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Tiger goes for five at Bay Hill
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — Still
glowing over his first PGA Tour
victory, Todd Hamilton doesn't need
to see the record books to appreciate what Tiger Woods has done
at the Bay Hill Invitational.
"To win a tournament four times
in a row is unbelievable," Hamilton said. "I don't know what the
longest streak is, but that's got to
be pretty close."
Told that Woods already shares
the record, Hamilton stated the obvi-

er to win the same event five
straight times.
"Definitely up there," Woods
said. "But obviously, it can't rank
anywhere near the majors."
Walter Hagen won the PGA
Championship four straight years
in the match play era, his 'streak
ending in 1928 when Leo Diegel
beat him in the quarterfinals.
Gene Sarazen won the Miami
Open from 1926-30 (there was no
tournament in 1927). The Squire
couldn't go for five in a row because
he didn't play the tournament in

ous.
"That's why he's No. 1," he
said.
Woods is in familiar territory
when the Bay Hill Invitational gets
under way Thursday. Whenever
there is talk about the longest streak,
or a new PGA Tour standard, his
name is usually in the mix:
•The only player to win four
straight professional majors.
II The only player to win three
straight U.S. Junior Amateurs.
•The only male to win three
straight U.S. Amateurs.
• The longest cut streak in
PGA Tour history.
II The only player to win at
least 'five tour events in five consecutive years.
Woods is not sure where he
would rank his accomplishment at
Bay Hill, even if he were to win
this week and become the only play-

1931.
On the women's side, Laura
Davies(Phoenix, 1994-97)and Kar
rie Webb (Australian Ladies Masters, 1998-2001) won the same
tournament four years in a row.
Webb is the closest anyone has
come to five straight, losing to Annika Sorenstam on the fourth playoff hole in the '02 Australian Masters.
Not even Woods can approach
the all-time record — Mohammed
Said Moussa won the Egyptian
Open 10 years in a row, against
competition that wasn't exactly
close to what Woods faces this
week.
Ernie Els, Davis Love III and
Vijay Singh gave Bay Hill the top
four players in the world, the first
time that has happened on the
PGA Tour since the season-opening Mercedes Championships at
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and 13 rebounds in the conference championship game after
missing a month with a broken
wrist.
and 13 rebounds in the conference championship game after
missing a month with a broken
wrist.
• Luis Flores of Manhattan,
the two-time Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference player of the year,
was third in the nation in scoring at 24.1.
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•Zakee Wadood of East Tennessee State. Besides having the
best name in the tournament, he
also was the Southern Conference
player of the year.
•Nevada swingman Kirk Snyder, who is projected as a firstround NBA draft pick if he leaves
after his junior year.

See
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Johnny W. Williams, M.D.
Ophthalmologist, Eye Care Specialist
®v
Cataract &Laser Surgeon

LONG BALL
Three players in the field are
shooting better than 44 percent from
beyond the 3-point line: Chris
Hill, Michigan State (46.1), Nick
Jacobson, Utah (45.3)and Ben Gordon, Connecticut (44.6). The most
interesting long-range shooter is
Vanderbilt's Dawid Przybyszewski whose 46 3-pointers this season are the most in the nation by
a 7-footer.

MAP QUEST
The pod system meant some
schools didn't even need luxury
Luis Flores of Manhattan, the twotime Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference player of the year, was
third in the nation in scoring at

ilFPTIME WARRANTY

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003

MURRAY
660 N. 12th St.
Behind Cracker Barrel
(270) 753-6272

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Kentucky State fired football coach
Donald Smith on Wednesday, one
month after suspending him for
an unspecified reason.
The school released a statement. after 9 p.m. EST saying "it
is in the best interest of the University to terminate the employment of Donald Smith, head football coach."
The statement referred questions to attorney William Johnson, the school's lawyer.
Johnson was vague on.why the
action was taken.
"There were matters that were
looked at, but none I'm in the
position to talk about," Johnson
said in a phone interview. "There
can be many, many reasons why
people are terminated. I dal
think, at this time, the university
wants to get into that."

SCOREBOARD
Nepreasentirv

Sponsored By.

Havendock and Softer
Insurance Agency
Van Haverstock

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we cant
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415
PRO SPORTS SCOREBOARD

National Invitation Tournament
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times CST
Opening Round
Tuesday, March 16
Nebraska 71, Creighton 70
Wednesday, March 17
Niagara 87, Troy State 83
George Mason 58, Tennessee 55
West Virginia 65, Kent State 54
Rhode Island 80, Boston U 52
Austin Peay 65, Belmont 59
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 91. Rice 53
Boise State 84, UNLV 69
----First Round
Monday, March 15
Marquette 87, Toledo 72
Tuesday. March 16
St Lours 70, Iowa 69
Michigan 65. Missouri 64
Wednesday, March 17
Notre Dame 71. Purdue 59
Virginia 79, George Washington 66
Rutgers 76 Temple 71
Villanova 85, Drexel 70
Florida State 91, Wichita State 84, 20T
Hawaii 85. Utah State 74
Iowa State 82. Georgia 74
Oklahoma 70. LSU 61
Oregon 77, Colorado 72, OT
Friday, March 19
Niagara (22-9) at Nebraska (17-12), 7 p is
Rhode Island (20-13) vs West Virginia (1613), TBA
George Mason (22-9) vs Austin Peay (229). TBA
Boise State (22-9) vs Wisconsin-Milwaukee
20-10). TBA

Major League Seastail
Spring Training Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times CST
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Pct
L
•
643
5
9
Cievelano
643
5
9
Kansas City
615
5
8
Boston
600
6
9
Minnesota
583
5
7
Seattle
562
7
9
Anaheim
545
5
•
Tampa Bay
533
7
Detroit
500
7
7
New York
500
7
7
Oakland
461
7
6
Toronto
429
8
Baltimore
400
9
6
Chicago
357
9
5
Texas

a

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Pct
L
•
733
4
•
Milwaukee
714
4
10
Florida
714
4
10
Montreal
533
7
8
Colorado
529
IS
9
Cocinnat,
500
7
7
Arizona
467
a
7
St Louis
454
6
5
Houston
438
9
7
York
New
429
8
6
Chicago
400
9
•
San Diego
375
10
6
Los Angeles
375
10
6
Pittsburgh
357
9
5
Philadelphia
357
9
5
San Francisco
286
10
4
Atlanta

Second Round
Saturday, March 20
Virginia (18-12) at V[Ilanova (17.16), TBA
Tuesday, March 23
Iowa State 118-12) at Florida State (19-13).
TBA
TBA March 20-23
VirRutgers (17-12) vs Rhode Island-West
ginia winner
Marquette (18-11) vs Boise State-Wiscon
sin-Milwaukee winner
Oregon (16-12) vs George Mason -Austin
Peay winner
Hawaii (20-11) vs Nebraska-Niagara winner
Notre Dame (18-12) at St Louis 119-12)
Michigan (19-11) vs Oklahoma (20-10)
Quarterfinals
March 24-26
--Semifinals
Tuesday, March 30
TBA
Championship
Thursday, April 1
TBA

NOTE: Split-squad games Count in me standtrigs games against non.maior league teams
do root
Wednesday's Gerdes
Boston 3, Cleveland 1
Baltimore 3. Houston 2
Toronto 7. Tampa Bay 4
Minnesota 6, Florida Iss) 5
Pittsburgh (ssl 4, Philadelphia 3
Detroit 9 NY Meis I
St Louis 6, Los Angeles 1ss) 5
Anaheim 5. Colorado 2
Texas 6, Chicago Cubs 1
Oakland 10. Chicago White Sox 3
Kansas Dry 6, Milwaukee 5
San Francisco 7. San Diego 4
Montreal 4, Atlanta 3
Florida (ss) 4. Los Angeles )ss) 0
Pittsburgh (ss) 11. Cincinnati (ss) 1
NY Yankees 7. Cincinnati Iss) 3
nto at Dunedin Fla . 12 05
To7oI
Cincinnati
5ppat:ysG"
t2uorsdri
Th
13n,
,
Baltimore vs Minnesota at Ft Myers,
Fa
Cleveland vsLos Angeles at Vero Beach.
.
St Louis (55) vs Houston at Kissimmee.
12 05 p m
Fla
Pittsburgh vs PhiiaaelOtia at Clearwater
12 05 p m
Montreal (ss) vs St Louis (ss) at Jupiter Fla
Atlanta vs N V Mets at Pon St Lucie Fla
12 10 pm
Anaheim vs Chicago Cubs at Mesa. Ariz. 2 05
m•
Milwaukee va Seallte at Peons. Ariz 2:06
P
Oakland vs Kansas City at Surprise Ariz.
205 p m
San Francisco vs Arizona at Tucson Ariz,
t (ss( vs
par'
M°5tre
2on

Detroit at Lakeland. Fla. 505

THIS YEAR

"FREE HELP
E YMEAANRS D"
INNOTLONHGER
YOUR IDS.

MAYFIELD
Jackson Purchase
Medkal Center
(270) 251-4545

Offke Hours By Appointment
1-800-272-9477

WE'VE MOVED!
Visit Us At Our New
Location in Southside
Shopping Center!

MISSING PLAYERS
Kelvin Brown, Murray State's
second-leading scorer, was arrested on drug charges last weekend and suspended indefinitely.
▪ LeVar Seals, DePaul's sixth
man, was ejected from the Conference USA championship game
against Cincinnati for throwing a
punch and will miss Thursday
night's game against Dayton.
hoto

Tiger Woods watches his tee
shot on the third hole during his practice round at the
Bay Hill Invitational in Orlando, Fla., Wednesday. Woods
is going for a record fifth
straight victory in the tournament.
Kapalua.
"I don't see anything stopping
him from winning his fifth tournament," Mark O'Meara said. "He's
fired up. He wants it. But its not
going to be a pushover."

UGLY ROOF STAINS
AWAY®
ASK AFK-N.IT

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Junior Jennifer Ward was named
the Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Week,
according to a
release issued by
the league office
today.
Ward, 10-8 in
singles play this
season, went 30 at No. 4 singles last week,
and with teamWard
Casady
mate
Pruitt, went 3-0 at No. 3 doubles
last week, improving their season
mark to 16-4.
Murray State (6-3, 1-0 OVC
plays at Louisiana-Lafayette this
afternoon, then t(avels to Memphis, Tenn., to play Southern Illinois and Memphis on Friday and
Arkansas-Little Rock on Saturday.

Smith fired
at KSU

AP Photo
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON

Dennis L. Johnson, director of bands and orchestra
and associate professor of music at Murray State
University, has recently been named chairman
of the
executive board for the World Cup for Bands(WC
B),
according to Kenichi Kodama, conductor and
general
manager for the WCB. Its first international concert
band contest will be held in Vienna,Austria, July 21-25.
"We are extremely pleased to have Professor Johnson
on the executive board and as ajuror for this initial band
contest due to his international reputation and
experience," Kodama said.

Johnson's main responsibility will be to screen and
select bands for participation from North and South
America. The format is modeled after the Olympics
with bands receiving a one to 10 score from each juror
in two categories of performance(technical and artistic).
Bands in each class will be awarded gold, silver or
bronze medals. The band with the highest total from all
classes will receive the World Cup.
"It should be a wonderful cultural experience for all
and lam deeply honored to be invited to be a part of this

Dennis L. Johnson
marvelous new venture," Johnson said.
Any junior high or high school band interested in
applying or wishing more information should contact
Johnson at (270) 762-6456 or by email at dennis.johnson ®murraystate.edu.

Paid Pros. Paid Prog.

Cosby

Hookers: Later

MSU professor named
chair of World Cup board

Murray schools support Town & Gown
The Murray Independent School
system recently joined the growing
list of area businesses who support
the Town and Gown partnership
with Murray State University.
Initiated in November, 2002

by
Dr. F. King Alexander, MSU president, a Town and Gown partnership
was formed between Murray State
University and local community
businesses to enhance the quality of

life and learning through cooperation. Through this mutual support, a
stronger university and a stronger
business community are being built.
Through this program, business
members will be able to interact
with the University in various ways
that include participating in forums,
serving on an advisory committee or
focus group OR Town/Gown issues,
and providing guidance and suggestions to Alexander and the
University's administrative council.
In addition, Town and Gown members will be able to take advantage
of other benefits that include membership in a president's breakfast
club and listings in publications for
students and faculty.
For more information on the
Town and Gown Partnership, conttipr Marian,Posey at 270-762-4415
or marian.posey@murraystate.edu.

Photo Provided
Dale Reid, superintendent of the Murray Independ
ent School
System with Marian Posey, Murray State University
coordinator
of Town and Gown. Reid presents Posey with a check to
the
Town and Grown partnership with MSU.

Renown artist presents seminar in Madisonville
Victoria Rivers, world-renown
textile design artist, will be at
Madisonville Community College
on March 25 to present a free seminar. The program will begin at 6

Safeco insurance

p.m. in Room 17 of the Joe C.
Building.
Madisonville
Davis
-Community College's Kentucky
Education Association - Student
Program (KEA-SP) and Murray

diritfiEffir

Travelers

INSURANCE SERVICES
"YOUR HOMETOWN INSURANCE SOURCE"

Auro- MOTORCYCLE - RV - ATV - BOAT - JET SKI
104 N. 4th Street
(Next Door to Murray Shoe Repair)

HOME

•

753-3500
www.mekinneyins.com

MAR.19, 2004

State Unisersity are sponsoring the
event.
An open reception will be held
in the lobby of the Joe C. Davis
Building beginning at 5 p.m.
With a concentration on nonwestern textiles, Rivers focuses her
studio work and research-based
writing on the endangered and disappearing textile traditions of Asia.
Her work has been recognized with
a number of honors and awards that
includes a Visual Arts Fellowship.
Rivers has also been featured in
over 45 art exhibits, been published
14 times and has presented her
work at over 100 workshops.
Originally
from
Louisville.
Rivers received a Bachelor of Fine
Arts degree from Murray State
University in 1970. After graduation, she began her career at a local
community college before arriving
at the University of California- .
Davis in 1980. Rivers now serves
as a tenured professor in the design
program at UC-Davis, specializing
in textile arts.
For more information on the
seminar contact the Murray State
University 'Madisonville Regional
Campus at (270) 825-4379 or 1800-669-7654.

r

SIDEWALK SALE
sw

prvevoydued DVDs.$99''.$99''Only $7.95!
VHS Movies As Low As $2!

NEW RELEASES...
:rues- March 23 - Beyond Borders,
Dirty Pretty Things. Gothika, Honey. The Rundown,
Shattered Glass
Tues., March 30 - Brother Bear.
House of Sand and Fog. Ripley's Game.
Something's Gotta Give

1983 - 2003
714 N.

12th St. • Chestnut Hills

shopping Center • Murtoy •(270) 753-7670

Sun.-Thurs. 10 a.m.- 11 p.m.• Fri. & Sat. 10 am.-Midnight

1
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Classifieds
Fax: 753-1927
Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act Notice
All real estate adverb...Es:1 herein is subiect to the
FAO
Housing Alt, which makes it illegal to advertise any preterence,
itaitcIr or ducnmination based on race,coke, refigich, set, handicap.
Emulial status or nounsl origin, or intention to make any such preferenves Limitations or discrimination

ADJUSTMENTS
Ars/erasers are requested to check me fru
nsertim or their ads tor any error Murray
ledger & Tines wit be responsible tor only one
incorrect insertion My error shoulq be reported
retaliatory so correctons can be made

State laws turbid ducrunination an the isle. rental or advertising of
real estate based on factors in addition to those protected under federal law

DEADLINES
Monday
Frt. 11 a.m.
Tuesday -....
........Mon. 11 a.m.
Wednesday
Mon. 5 p.m.
Thursday
Wed. 11 a.m.
Frlday
Wed. 5 p.m.
Saturday
Thur. 12 p.m.

We w Il know ingls accept any advertising tor real estate which is riot
or violation or the taw All persom are hereby informed that all

dwellings advertised are available on an equal opporturuty basis
For further assistance with Fun Housing Advertising
requirements contact NAA Curve' Rene'kfilarn
i703i r:45- WOO

•••••'Mom••

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

190
196
200
210
220
260
270
280
206
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Nett) Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sete
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mabee Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses Far Rent
Storage Rentals
Cornmerciai Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455

460

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sate
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sate
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

www.murrayledgencomi
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
l)1 -0'I Ali' All."
$7.50 Column Inch, 605. Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
I 411 3 Ad, Must Run bliotiun 5 !hi,/ Perm.'

$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
PLACE Y_Q_UR LINE AD AND LI WILL APPEAR ON

wEBsiTE Al NO EXTRA CHARGE.
I
$8.00 First Day -20 wo .s or ess
Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.11 per word per day.
$275 extra for Shopper(Mon Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)$2.50 otra routilind box ads.
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Jennifer Jackson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Happy Birthday
•••
•

:4*

060

Happy Oirthday
Natia!
I Love You!

GlenDi Inc.

-.4

3015 F 200 N.
Rochester, Indiana 46975
Since 1986
Hiring Owner Operator's
In Murray, KY.

•
.

LoVi, AAADiSoi4

Starting pay $.86 per mile
$.03 raise after one year
2500 to 3200 miles per week

111115: .
020
Notice

WE'VE MOVED!
•Leek

/-\

Stop pay+ fuel surcharge
$500.00 Quarterly safety bonus
Contact: the Murray, KY Office

Sunset Boulevard Music is now located in
the yellow building beside
Wendy's on Chestnut Street.

1-888-459-5540
Between the hours of
9:00 AM to 4:00 PM

CDs, CAR STEREO

Monday through Friday

CHOIR DIRECTOR

INSTALLATION
t

SIALI STREET(BESIDE WENDY'S • 7+3-0113

1 WE'VE -1
MOVED
Plc

Ma

RUt -n-

Kurt

irlit•-• of

Kut-N-Kurl
/twit,' you to come set' cur twit' 4hip ill
513 S. 12th St. • 753-1682

Id

Help Wanted

-

AM
'
•
4/

Notice

060

060'
Help Wanted

Part-time position at South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. Responsibilities include...
•Providing general oversight of the choir and its
program.
•Maintaining effective communication with the
church regarding the music program.
•Organizing and conducting weekly choir
rehearsals.
•Leading music during worship services.
*Working closely with the pastor in selecting
music for the worship services.
For more information and a complete job descnplion call 270-753-6060 or send resumes with
.
references to:
P.O. Box 1040-P
Murray, KY 42071

er

CAROL BLOCK, EA
TAX SHOP

sa.
th
at

270-753-4668
kcblock@msn.com

er

ELECTRONIC FIUNG &
OUT OF STATE RETURNS

1-

Wages: Minimum of $7.63 per hour. 75% of hours
listed on job order will be guaranteed. All tools will
he provided at no cost. Free housing provided to
those beyond local recruiting area. Transportation
and subsistence paid when 50% of contract is met.
Contact local State Employment Service Office.

Law ()filet, if

aal

te
al

04/23/04 to 01/06/05
04/29/04 to 01/14/05
05/01/04 to 12/23/04
05/03/04 to 01/05/05

300 MAPLE ST., RM 107
MURRAY

p.
in

aes

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS NEEDED

STEVE VIDMER

060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

General Practice of Law Including:
CHEROKEE Hills Cantina NOW Hiring for all posiLooking for servers. Must tions, for all shifts. Apply
be able to work week- In person 0 Sonic Drivenights & weekends. Call in. 217 S. 12th Street.
for appointment 436-5566. No Phone Calls Please.
Ask for Patty
SAFETY 'advisors $2500
COMMERCIAL/INDUS- month, manager trainee's
TRIAL Sheet Metal worker $3000 month Company
TIIIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT
HDAC oriented individual will train. Call M-F 9amwith welding skills. Send 1pm only! 1-800-578-8799
060
resume to: P.O. Box 2909 SALES position available
Lost and Found
part time and full time. 1Paducah KY 42002
CUSTOMER Service Posi- f:166-622-5276
tions PT and FT start at SEASONAL PT houseJUST give us a call,
TOBACCO bases for sale
$19.45 per hour. training keeping. marina, coffee
well be glad to help,
approx 3.47 acres of dark
shop positions available at
provided. Call Laura
Your loved one well
fired, 1132Ibs burley in
local lake resort. Call 436931-779-W0 Joh 41257
try to find,
Calloway County. Accept- 'Cause we all have Furry EARLY child care centers 2345 for application and
ing bids postmarked no
are looking , for full/part interview.
or Feathered Friends,
later than 2/35/04 to P.O.
time professionals to guide
Here at the
Box 1545 Murray KY
children ages birth through
Ledger & Times.
42071. I reserve the right
after school. Child develto reject any or all bids.
opment knowledge reCall 753-1916
quired. Apply at 109 S.
WE are accepting sealed
060
15th St Murray
bids on a 1986 Ford
Help Wanted
FULL-TIME
Preschool
Church Van Send bids to
teacher.
Assertiveness
Dexter Baptist Church
A Fresh New Idea Best
and leadership abilities reNow accepting
P.O. Box 15 Dexter KY
part-time job in Amenca.
quired. Prefer CDA or 2
applications for
42036. It can be seen at
Would extra income each
yrs experience working
night kitchen,
the Church. For more inmonth take the "edge or
with children. Please redishwashers &
formation call 437-4271 or
for you finacially? Send re- sume to P.O. Box 10400
hostesses.
437-4890
sume to: P.O. Box 1040U, Murray KY 42071
Apply in person
020
Murray KY 42071
616 N. 12th Street
HELP wanted part-time
Nodes
ALLERGY & Asthma Clinic help at a resort. Pick up
WANTED: Floral designe
of West KY & Murray is applications at Coldwell
seeking part time help in Banker 414 S. 12th St. at Nape's Gifts Also, need
our billing office Interested Ask for Regina No phone an individual with flair for
designing displays Apply
persons are encouraged to Calls please
mail resume Include at MEDICAL office seeking in person Napes Gifts 112
least 2 references to 2957 entry-level secretary for E', Washington St Paris,
US Hwy 641 North Murray part-time or full time posi- TN, No phone calls
42071 or tax at 270-759- tion Must have excellent WAREHOUSE manger in
1215. Experience prefer- people skills. Typed re- Murray KY expenenced reSPRING/SUMMER Spesumes only to P.O. Box quired preferably in pharred
cials Great exercise! Adult
1040S, Murray KY 42071
personal
DENTAL
office
maceuticals Salary & ben8 wks Jazz/Hip-Hop. The
help efits. Fax resumes to. 208NEEDED-KITCHEN
needed
send
resume
to
Dance Studio 270-7590146 Call now-limited 1653 Ca/loway Ave Murray waitresses weekend nights 288-1191 or email to: dteonly 748-7585
KY
ner rxelite coin,
space

BANKRUPTCY
DIVORCE/CUSTODY/SUPPORT
CRIMINAL/TRAFFIC/DUI
PERSONAL INJURY

753-1752

1.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

150

Help Wanted

Articles
For Sale

270
Mobile Homes For Sale

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

98 16X80 3 Bedroom 2
DISH Network 4 room sat bath. Must be moved.
ellite system tree. That's %
4172
2,900 759-2316 or 753right, hook up 4 TV's with
BUSINESS
*All Size Units
60 channels including local
MANAGER
Dream:
FISHERMAN'S
Available
networks
for
1500sq home 1 acre lot on
(Experience with auto
$34.99/month Call Beas•Now
Have
Kentucky Lake. Owner Fifinancing and insurance
ley Antenna & Satellite
nancing 731-584-9429
required). guaranteed
Climate Control
759-0901 for more infor"FLEETWOOD Inventory
monthly salary plus
mation.
Sale" All homes will be
commission & benefits FIBERGLASS topper for 8' discounted. Save up to
serious inquiries only
bed F-350, new $1200 Sell $10,000 on select homes.
Send resume to
$600 OBO 270-753-2351 Several homes will be sold
340
P.O. Box 1040T
or 270-293-8258
@ Invoice 1-800-533-3568
Apartments
For
Rent
Houses For Rent
Murray, KY 42071
•Trailer 10X6 $300 OBO "LAND Home Packages"
SIRLOIN Stockade now 270-753-2351 or 270-293- FHA loans. Call today free DUPLEX 2BR $425. Cal AVAILABLE in April 1/2
hiring full time meat cutter, 8258
applications. 1-800-533- 436-5685 or 753-5653
block from hospital 2BR 1
benefits include health in- FOR Sale 6X12 trailer 3568
bath private drive and
bath.
DUPLEX
2BR
1
surance. Simple IRA Ap- 436-6393
NEW 2004 Models. Come
carport, 1802 1/2A backyard. Full walk out
ply in person. Monday-Fn- FOR Sale: Prom dress by Clayton Home and let C/H/A,
Monroe Ave. $375 plus basement w/washer & dry2-4
size
14
pale
lavender
with
your
da
your tax refund put in
lease, no pets. er hook-up $425/moldpoSparkles 705-1676
new home today! We fi- deposit,
sit 293-1291
753-81)07
JANSSEN Console piano nance our homes! 731EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, HAZEL 3BR C ft A lease,
w'stool. Black, in good 584-9429
2 bedroom, duplex. deposit & references Call
condition. $400. Call 270MOBILE OFFICE large.
A lady to live in with elder
Excellent location. All ap- 492-8526
759-4802
ly lady in her home to
28 x 110 ft
pliances including washer
360
rooms & board. Call 753 KATHY Ireland area rug
Bullt
& dryer. 270-759-5885 or
Factory
Storage Rentals
9X13 inquires after 5pm
6538 night 753-0114 day
12 Rooms, Central 270-293-7085
753-6945
AFFORDABLE
CHILD
FORREST View Apart- CREEKVIEW STORAGEAlr. S22,000
CARE CPR/First Aid certiments 1213 N. 16th St., $20-$40 On Center Drive
NOTICE
(270)437-4608
now accepting applications
fied provider, many referBehind Tom's Grille
509 S. 12th St.
ences. Between MSU and
759-4081
"THE Entertainer Home" for 2br townhouses, basic
CCHS on College Farm.
Business Moving Check out this 32X80 for rent $360/ month.One MURRAY Store and Lock
After-school welcome. Fill$330/month.
Call
bedroom
only $62,300 (what a deal)
Sale
availaing fast, 753-2644
753-1970. Leave Mes- presently has units
731-644-0012
ble 753-2905 or 753Home
Theater
sage
CLEANING houses is my
'USED Homes" We sell
7536
Speaker Systems
business. Call Linda 759used & repo homes "All LARGE 1BR appliances,
Electronics, Shelving, trades welcomed" 1-800- washer/dryer in Murray, PREMIER MINISTORAGE
near MSU $280 rent/deCUSTOM Maid Cleaning
Light Fixtures,
533.3568
'Inside climate control
posit 753-7953
Service. Cali for informaSlatwail
storage
tion 270-436-2147
Mobile Homes For Rent
•Security alarmed
March 18-20
LARGE 2BR duplex 1 1/2
D'S housecleaning 753•Sale & clean
bath 1411 Hillwood $425
3802
759-4770
'We sell boxes!
2BR $225 753-6012
math 799-4406
LITTLE Angels Daycare
•We rent U-Hauls
full-time opening/in home. TWO hundred collectible 2BR country, garden large LARGE duplex 2BR, 2 full
753-9600
bath, in quiet neighborChristian
non-smoking Barbies for sale. $6400. If yard, 759-1837
grandmother. Open since interested I will fax or NICE 2BR mobile home hood. All appliances &
ornmercial Prop.
1996 close to East Ele- email you a list. Call 753- for rent or sale No pets W/D 753-7813 or 753For Sale
9903
mentary Call 270-753- 5672 at night. I also have 753-9866
196 Beanie Babies & Bea320
LIVE Oak Apts.
2643
52 Unit Storage facility,
nie Buddys $325
Newly Remodeled
Apartments For Rent
100
good condition, rental his1BR $290.00
Business
tory and condition. zoned
111331 Appliances
2BR $340.00
1 Bedroom apartments, all
Opportunity
B-2 & space for office. etc
3BR $425.00
appliances at the Oaks
270-759-4081
$100
deposit
special
for
WASHER
& Dryer GE Apartments_ Coleman RE.
DOLLAR Store: Own a
FOR Sale Apt building
qualified applicants.
Dollar Store 1-800-227- Both in good condition. 759-4118.
w/6
2BR
apartments
Also accepting applica$300. Cali 753-2113 after 1 OR 2br apts near down5314
$160,000 Call 759-4406
tions for fall.
5
town Murray starting at
UNIQUE business opporOffice hours 8-2
160
S700/rno 753-4109
tunity with good retum on
._ commerical prop. for rent
Mon-Fri
Home Furnishings
minimal investment plus
1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
Call today for appointment
equity and inflation gross
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-8221
40X40 METAL BUILDING
Two Townhouse apart- BEIGE sofa $100, fou
ment complexes in excel- maple end tables $40. •B
7153R0fiapartment 213 S. NICE 2 bedroom 1 bath Insulated, 12 foot high
All appliances, no walls. gas heat, can be
lent condition now availa- platform rocker $25, maple 16th St. near MSU. W/D duplex.
pets, references $450. used for storage or shop
ble Fully leased. Maybe dinette set w/six chairs, full $300/mo/deposit
436-5927
$250 per month, one year
purchased
individually. size maple bed w/mattress •38R apartment 600 N.
NOW LEASING
lease Call 489-2525
Con
270-767-9024
and springs $125. Call Oak Hill Or W/D, dish1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
washer
bath.
C/H/A
2
753-2913
We accept Section
Pets & Supplies
753ESTATE Sale quality furni- 5600/mo/deposit
8 vouchers.
6194 or 791-774(1
ture and household items
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
AKC Miniature Sheltie 16
COMPAQ laptop 1247 Everything goes 436-2053 1BR apt available, all ap902 Northwood Dr
months. house broken
furnished.
Murpliances
Persano
WindowsME WWW TROTTERS Monday.
very loveable_ 474-2374
nal Realty 753-4444
$550 759-0997
WOODSHOP COM
Wednesday, Friday
1BR fumished on KY Lake
APR
registered Boston
COMPUTER $200 IBM 753-0249
Phone 759-4984.
20 min f4
ro3m
6.54Murray
Terrier $325ea. 759-2484
180
300PL Intel Pentium
Housing
Equal
$350/month
DOG Obedience
384 MB SDRAM, 10 GB
Lawn & Garden
Opportunity
1BR-48R apartments. Ask
Master Trainer
Hard Drive, Windows 2000
TDD 41-800-648-6056
about move in free days.
436-2858
Professional Office 2909 TORO Z287L, zero turn
RED OAKS APTS.
colernan RF 799-4118
390
759,4284
mower 62" cut 27 horse- 2, 2BR apts Northwood
Special
[ Livestock & Supplies
PADACCOMPUTERS
power liquid cooled engine area. All appliances fur$100 Deposit
A+ Certified Technician
deluxe seat bought new in rushed Call 293-6968
1BR From $280
HAY horse quality. heavy
On site service.
May 2002 95 hours $7500 2BR apartment in North28R From $325
square bales. Bermuda,
759.3556
753-0625
Call
Today!
wood $350/month. 759Orchard
grass.
or
140
220
753-8668.
4406
oat!wheat Can deliver
Want to Buy
Musical
TWO bedroom duplexes
28R NEAR MSU
for rent in residential 731-669-7366 or 731-695Coleman RE 759-4118
3444
ANTIQUESOLD stuff. We SPINET-CONSOLE
o 2BR patio carport w"cl neighborhoods. Immacu
buy 1 or all, Call Larry at Digital Piano for sale
hook-up. No pets. $345 late. New carpet and paint. LAYING Hens 753-6446
753-3633
Small payments. See lo
Call 753-6931 or 293-6(17(1 Appliances with WD hook- SQUARE bales Orchard
cally. 1-800-343-6494
CASH paid for
2BR upstairs $300. 3BR ups. In city limits. $375- grass hay For sale 489,
Section 8 ac- 6187
good, used guns.
downstairs $400 All $675 $475,'month
270
cepted., Call 7418.026
Benson Sporting Goods,
489-2296
Mobile Homes For Sale
UPSTAIRS apt for rent 1
Real Estate
519 S 12th, Murray.
2BR., Duplex C/HIA
or 2BR, walking distance
Coleman RE 759-4118.
WANT to buy: Junk Car 1996 16X60 2BR, 2 bath 38R 2 bath, newly remod- to campus, water included MURRAY KY licensing 96
Must be eled duplex Dishwasher, $225 month 753-2225 or hour class Enrolling noon
and Trucks Call (270) plus extras
474-2540 or 836-1876 Six moved Excellent condi- fridge, wid hook up 759-1509
Saturday at the Murray
hon $12.500 270-435- $525/month. No pets. 753- VERY nice roomy 2BR 2 Chamber of Commerce
days a week.
bath w!garage. All applian- Walk-ins welcome 2704142
WANTED riding mowers, 4 4064
wheeler, go carts that 1997 Chandeleur 16X80 901 Sunny Ln 2-3BR. 1 ces, 1 yr lease 1 month 647-1972 or 270-839-6035
deii•sit No pets 753-2905
440
needs work 436-2867
3BR 2 bath, appliances, all bath, utility room. carport. i
i
40i220
$475
Lots For Sale
electric, extremely clean!
150
1102 Pogue 28R, 1 bath,
$17.900
includes
set-up
&
Articles
LOT for sale in Southwes
delivery. Call 270-489- $350 Call 753-3415 or
For Sale
753-7123
2BR 1 bath with garage 5 Villa $18.000 753-0539
2525
miles from Murray No
1CT wedding set $1000. 1999 Pioneer 16X80 need BEAUTIFUL brand new
pets 759-4826
Negotiable Call 270-227- carpet $12,900 Call 270- 28R apartments extremly
Homes For Sale
0272
nice 2 bath, large living
293-1837 or 753-7975
28R 1 bath, Airport Rd
room & kitchen Every ap$400'mo/deposit & refer- 2BR house 20X20 attach•6 month old Gateway 24X44 3BR 2 bath. dou- pliance furnished. C/H;A.
ences Available April 1, ed garage. 16X20 deck.
Laptop paid $2000 Asking
blewide on 1 acre lot small large patio, storage includ- 04 489-2414 or 978-0345
16X20 work shop. 24X36
$1500
storage building on Her- ed. No pets 1 year lease.
28R brick appliances fur- garage on separate lot 3*Never been •vom English
shel Sykes Rd off of deposit required $595/mo
Equrstenan Apparel. Paid
nished No pets lease & lots approximately 1.2 acre
Shady Grove Rd extended Shroat Developer 759deposit required Call after each 1 mile from Buchan$1100 asking $800 obo Puryear TN $25,000 Call 3772
an Park Restricted sub di5 00pm 753-0728
Will sell as a seher individ- 270-492-6278
vision 731-644-3889
DUPLEX 1BR furnished
270-76%1883
Call
ually
3 bedroom brick 1 bath. 10
3 bed, 2 bath home 32 day, week or month Fishmiles from Murray Lease BY Owner 4 Bedroom. 1
ANTIQUE brick for sale
acres, financing available ermen welcome Close to
big
great for patio Of walkways
workshop,
lake Or $250/month plus & deposit required No Bath.
731-584-9429
pets 474-2374
yard $61,900 753-4109
Call 753.7262
deposit 436-6081
Progressive Automobile
Dealership Seeking

753-3853

1

1

•••

••••••
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

PUBLIC AUCTION
Pl BIM

ESTATE AUCHON

Sat., March 20•10:00 a.m.
t the home of Mrs. Madeline Parker. 1629 Catalina St. off South
16th St., Murray, KY. Watch for auction signs.
2 nice full bedroom suits I Bassett - maple bed & chest - day cot - Pfaff
1221 electric sewing machine with maple cabinet - glass top foyer table
stool
foot
tables
wood
small
lamp
table
painted
hand
,moke stand
lamp
pole
sofa
nice
table & vanity lamps - coffee & end tables kerosene lamp - cltx:k radio - picture in frames - 2 nice recliners - swivel
rocker - Zenith portable color t.v. w/remote - maple secretary - large
foldCardinal print by E.R. McIntosh - stereo - 2 nice gold parlor chairsing chairs - nice wood breakfast set - washer & dryer - large deep freeze
Curdle dishes - tea pitcher & glasses - pie dishes - Corningware - veg.
stainless
bowls - amber dishes - cannister set - small kitchen appliances - comb
dishes
baking
sticks
flatware - pots & pans - castiron cornbread
&
tools
yard
ladder
step
s
phone
cordles
towels
A: brush set - dish
Niore.
as ailable.
Sak held rain or Saine.,./Not responsible for accidents. Lunch

For more information & your auction needs:
Phone 435-4144

DAN MILLER - DARRELL BEANE
TERRY PASCHALL - AUCTIONEERS
2333
licensed & Bonded in KV & Tenn. #128I Firm
-VI' Service //twin l Cost ft Payi"

ESTATE AUCTION

HON

Hwy 79 South 6 miles to Hwy. 232, turn left. go 2.6 miles
to Upper Standing Rock Rd., turn left, go so Cox Hollow
Rd . turn left go I mile. Front Paris Landing. take Hwy. 79
north 3 miles to Hwy 232, turn nght. go 2.6 miles to Upper
Standing Rock Rd. turn kft, go to Cox Hollow Rd., turn
left go I mile Auction on nght
Due to health

ma'am selling far, Wary McLellan

Yisilaittitsbsits..aLintaskagosiminakasalm
I lsll'sl.
1111,111 11.111s, ill I \I
bed + 16 ft
5x2
gas.
V8.
dump,
gravel
1985 Ford. 460;
TnAide trailer + Ford 550 back hoe, 18- bucket & 6 ft.
bucket + 6x16 racks for trailer + 1963 Willis Jeep, fiberglass body + Harley Davidson golf can, gas + JD. lawn
trailer + 1986 Chevy 3/4 ton truck, V8, 4 speed. dump +
elect over hydraulic + B&D 10- radial arm ...3VJ B&D
chop saw + 6 hp. Craftsman air compressor + 6 hp.
Diamond Power washer + (2) axles, 6,000 lbs + 200 amp
service pole +(2) 5 ft. Bush Hogs +(2) plows + Spray rig,
trailer type + landscape timbers +(50)8x16 blocks + cut off
saw + 1976 Ford. 360, V8, camper, 23 ft. + Auto Cut rock
saw, used for slabbing rock +(2) new truck scats + camper.
trailer typc, for motorcycle + cement mixer + Simplicity
mower + breakfast table w/4 chairs + love scat. 2 chairs +
black leather chair + cherry lamp table + oak hutch +(100
pcs.) mice collection + corner fireplace + assorted glass +
Fenton, Depression. McCoy + washer/dryer + Whirlpool
trash compactor + Disney collection + lion pieces + bookshelves + queen size bed + 3 piece bedroom suit +(2) bedside tables + roll tool box + hand tools + pots & pans and
much, much more.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available
&
CONDITIONS- Complete senkment day of auction.
TERMS
Payable in CASH, CASHIER'S CHECK, or PERSONAL CHECK
with CURRENT BANK LETTER OF CREDIT guaranteeing payment, made to Doug Taylor Auction Service required by ALL persons not personally known by the auction company.

Saturday, March 27, 2004• 10 a.m.
At Jim Kelly Farm 4399 Van Cleave Rd., Murray, KY.
From Murray, KY take Hwy. 94 East to Van Cleave
Rd. Follow to auction. See auction signs.
Nice clean 6610 Ford tractor - nice clean 135 MF gas tractor, p.s.,
remote, spinout wheels - plow - disc - cultivator - 6" rotary cutter
of
the
most
shed
the
in
farm wagon. These tractors have been
time. Shop tools.
This will be an open auction for the community and area people
with equipment to sell at auction. Please have your equipment
signed by Tuesday, March 23 to be in auction ad.

For more information phone

Dan Miller 435-4144 - Auctioneer or
Jim Kelly 759-8858
Used Cars

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
Brick •All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
Phone (270) 767-0313
David Borders
(270) 527-7176

"Tayhor Made

WC

s

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall

1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844
A Bigger
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Your Ad Could
Wiggins Furniture
I= Be Here
For Only
$250°° Per Month!
VISA

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4

financing
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn"t Carry A Hih P'

CERAMC TILE•COMP TILE•VINYL • HARDWOOD •CARPET
7.1
3.

LAWN PRO

•
3

Mowing, Fertilizing • Mulching
Pruning

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?
Ex

WE DO!

28cei

Ciser

Visit Our Showroom Today

0

To.

n 11

DOUG TAYLOR,Your Auctioneer & Real Estate Broker

Doug lay br • I n. lit'. 421127• Firm #1782

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

Furniture and Beddi)ng?
Do You Need
Selection -- A Better Price'

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

Doug Taylor . I'alio,' Service
zoo %(lkin. 1.n.• Furcar. 1N 38251 *17311 247-3784

We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order by 11 ant. &
pick up next day.

Services

Dover, TN. - 659 Cos Hollow Rd. - ROM Dmer take

FARM EQUIPMENT

Akt_JCPTIC0I44

11 (

Saturday, March 20• 10:00

Your Home Improvement Headquarters
Roofing Metal
David's Cleaning

CARPET &
>
5

3

•

COV

1

..0300AACI.VH.1A IA

—e—•or -ss-or-••••••••or.v .•.

T.,

Metibl

Hors141-14/2 Mks Scan of Mira to Tau lens Road Itlatt tge pan
,P:.t..if] TI L E • C01.1° TILE •

kILIV

•

LANDSCAPING

MOWING

Friday. March 26 at 12 noon
1319 Eastwood St.(Hwy. 79 East) Paris. Tenn,
Known as AVALON RESTAURANT PROPERTY
3t Acres Prime Commercial Location with
frontage on 3 streets
Eastwood St.(Hwy. 79) Jane St. - Avalon Drive
Selling in Tracts, groups and as a whole.
the
TERMS: 5% raise to tie tracts together. Seller reserves
nght to sell in tracts or as a whole. 10% down payment balance due on or before April IS. 2004. Selling subject to
to
mortgage holder's confirmation. Land taxes pro-rated
day of closing. Survey, title insurance and recording fees to
be paid in full by buyers 200 feet on Eastwood (Hwy. 79)
includes street easement for Jane Street.

AUCTION SERVICES BY: TONY NEILL
TFL 31468 & TAL 41101
Call 731-926-3133 or 645-6357
www.tonyneill.com
Announcements day of sale rule over printed matter.

K & M LAWN SERVICE
Total and Complete
Experienced Lawn Care
Licensed & Insured

(270) 227-0500
• (270) 435-4132
STUMP REMOVAL

MARCH 20, 2004• 10 A.M.

2001 Nissan Albma, Alpine
white pearl. 21.000 miles,
7 mos or 15K left on
Bumper to Bumper warranty, 2 1/2 yrs. or 29K left
on Engine/Powertrain war- ,
ranty $12,000. Call 7591619 or 753-5353 ask for
Thomas
FOR sale to settle estate.
1996 Buick Century excellent condition mileage
67.591. Asking $4500.
Phone 759-9842 and ask
for Dale.

270-436-8109 or 270-293-2158
Ask for Mitch Downey

Dependable Lawn Care Service
Total Lawn Care
*Mowing *New Lawn Establishment
*Existing Lawn Renovation *Seeding
*Fertilizing *Aerating *Rolling
*Weed Control *Mulching *Bushogging
*Tractor Tilling'*Grader Blade Work
Free Estimates
Bob Wallace - Owner

(270) 753-6491

YARD SALE

[

Check us out
on the Web!

YARD
SALE

Need help
Promoting
your
Business?

Murray Ledgsr & Times

WADE FARMS
Landscape Designs, Installation,and Maintenance
Cheaper than the nursery, with nursery quality!

Jamie Wade
Angie Glisson
, (270)436-6255
4 Murray, Y

Free Estimates
References Available
10 Years Experience

BARROW'S
Lawn Ci Landscaping
Landscape Installation & NIaintenance

Lawn Mowing
-.mitt:acts Available
— Ser.\ ice C

rit
Phone 759-8705
Owner:
Landon Barrow

•—

GARAGE SALE
Thursday - Friday - Saturday
94 E to 280 - 4-1/2 miles turn right,
1130 Wright Rd.
, bedroom suite, baby bed,
chairs
,
Couch
desk, end & coffee tables, dryer, electric
cook stove, microwave, pots & pans, dishes, silverware, baby stroller, lawn chairs,
printer, quilt rack, old dinette set, old
trunks, high chair, lamps, comforters,
sheets, Beanie Babies, McDonald Teenie
Beanies, new doilies, fishing things.

YARD - 2 PARTY YARD SALE
1401 Johnson Blvd.
SALE

Peery Lawn
Care

Call us we will be
glad to help.

PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING

TRENCHING

Cecil McLeod's
Small Engine Repair.
Boots& Motors
Pick up and delivery.
753-9814.
16' Dura Craft 50hp JohnM Tractor Won,
CUSTO
son. Trolling motor. depth
RAIN OR SHINE
Tilling- Blade Workfinder, new batteries, gaBushhogging.
rage kept. 489-2922
Estimates.
16270
Free
AT
LAND
AND
DING
BUIL
Services Offered
2000 Polar Craft 1648 all
Gerald L. Carroll, Owner
U.S. HWY.68 EAST • AURORA, KY
agwelled, factory camoufl
Phone 270-492-6159. or
ed, 1999 Yamaha 30hp,
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
293-0163
stainless prop, aluminum
"It's time for Spring CleanD.G.
floor, carpet, drybox, troling!".Carpets •Upholstery
Landscaping &
ling motor. $3750. 270•Emergency Water ReNursery LLC
293-9706
moval .Quick Drying
*Fertilization
"Got Dirt?"
RAVEN Day Cruiser boat •Overseeding
Call Us 753-5827
Cabin, 19.5tt, •Mulch
Cuddy
Vans
Bullfrog
135hp Volvo 10, GP5 fish *Mowing
round
raCampg
AM/FM
Marine/
Repair
finder.
MOODY'S Mower
•Parking Lot Sweeping
1992 Ford E250 Van di
436-6068
822 Cross Spann Rd.
pick-up & deliver. 7531
435-443
(white) Good condition
12 miles east on 94,
ON SEWER AND GAS
w'storage bins Call 753(129*
PRIVATE PIANO LESright on 497,
DNJ HANDYMAN
A-Irame building with extension on .6 acres
0834 or 293-0285
We do all the odd jobs you SONS Jazz/Gospel/Classi2 miles.
Highway frontage). sign, & storage building.
$00
cal 416-6054 after 5-00pm
don t have time for
436-5141 A AFFORDA
2.(X10
March 20
Sat.,
Building in excellent condition approximately
Trucks
Used
ROOF LEAKING?
293-5438
BLE HAULING, cleaning
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
square feet. (owners retiring.)
onal
.junk,
professi
a
Call
out garages. gutters,
DOZER WORK
Variety of misc. items.
435-4645.
•1993 Chevy S-10, 4 cylin tree work.
INSTALL & REPAIR
Furniture including
$1500
5-speed
der,
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
492-8688 Roof Repairs
antiques.
tal
Continen
•1984 Lincoln
New Roofs, all types. 29
GRAVEL HAULING.
Sport Utility Vehicles
MI
The Place to Start....
Homes For Sale
Call
$1000 489-2142
t
nce.
Contrac
experie
or
Public
years
Murray Ledger & Times
Contact at 270-753-9503
0X4, 1994 Dodge Dakota V-6, Carters
3600 sq ft builders home 2001 Infiniti, silver,
HAULService
DABLE
Lawn
AFFOR
A-1
D'S
(270)753-1916
option.
dealer
auto. ext cab, clean.
in SW Calloway with 8 4X4, every
ING all around clean-up
•Mowing *Blade Work
73,000 $3150. Call 753-8487
system
on
navigati
bdr
4
barn,
stall
4
&
acres
gutters, tree work 436- .Mulching *Bush Hogging
condition,
2 1,2 baths. 911 ceilings miles Perfect
.Gardens Broke & Tilled
2067
7
753-145
Extend.19,800
Chevy
1994 White
with lots of crown molding. askini
Service
Tree
Don Spicelsnd
A-1
490
ed Cab, 2WD. $6,500
2 bonus rooms. NW floorStump Removal
753-8428 or 293-6082
759-1100
ing & carpet Lots of extras
Fri., March 19th
492-8737,
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
435-4752
753-3594
Sat., March 20th
&
Explorer 4X4 85K
stump
om
2000
,
dger.c
removal
rrayle
www.mu
Trimming,
3BR brick on Bruin Rd 1997 Chevy Lumina unde
Free Estimates
miles $8,000
firewood. Insur.
grinding
Airport Rd.
player,
1233
CD
miles
67,000
753-2861
Chevy Z71, s-cab,
ed. 489-2839.
steering, *95
locks,
baby clothes,
pwr
Fabric,
A.M. Lawn Service MowCUSTOM built 3BR 2 12 brakes, $4500 obo Call 130K miles $7,900
HOUSE & ROOF
wing,
reason0
g
Prix,
Tnmmin
&
ing
Grand
*2001
computer desk, wood
WASHING
bath hardwood ceramic. 270-761-1883
able rates 753-0179 Pref75K miles $6,500
Experience and
gas fireplace, 2 9f3Osg II.
stove, misc. Must go!
4X4 Trades OK! C+K Motors erable Lynn Grove or MurFully,red
beautiful private 1 acre lot •1994 Chevy S-10
Professional Equipment.
sound,
is
108.
area
ray
body
2/853-1
Rates
able
ill
674-560
Blazer,
at
Reason
Whipporw
in town 1556
Quality work
$1500
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Mowing. Trimming
Circle Asking $249,900 some engine work
a reasonable price
s,
very
Sable.
Addition
XLT
Decks, Home
95 Ford Ranger
•1995 Mercury
759-3304
Insured
Free Estimates
dependable Remodeling. Vinyl Siding.
good engine, interior good clean.
527-5974
house
ed
753-2172
NEWLY decorat
shape, needs front clip, 127,000 miles S2650 OBO Garages, Pole Barns, MetH RemovRUBBIS
JUNK/
3BR 1 bath close to down- $1206
ire corn
.
5
Fencing
589-295
s.
nights
Building
al
293-2294
to
REDUCED
al, we'll haul away almost
town
Quality Workmanship.
•1995 Pontiac Grand-Am
anything, from attics to
$48 900 435-4114
new paint, very sharp, 98 Chevy Blazer LT. 4X4 Licensed
811 South 4th St.
barns. odd jobs. Senior
4
$1500
753-119
seats
work.
0
753-786
corn
engine
leather
rect
kylsbodi
some
www
heated
Murray
9-2583
(270)48
Discounts
Negotiable Call 618-218- Loaded 105,000 miles
Online directory of local
Mower
DABLE
AFFOR
Remov& Sat.
Fri.
or
H
JUNK/ RUBBIS
0762
58500 OBO 759-8753
for
repair, Tune-up specials, al, we'll haul away almost
5
e & new
houses
owner
978-018
Antiqu
by
cell
sae
Pick-up/ Delivery Work anything, from attics to
1999 Monte Carlo Z34.
Browse listings or adverclothes,
re,
7
furnitu
436-286
guaranteed
loaded all options $6500
barns, odd lobs, Senior
tise with pics and descnp.
510
nces,
-1905
9-2583
New
applia
270-293
ry
(270)48
books,
Carpent
ALL
Discounts
bon No commission Call
Campers
.
garages
on's,
add
Homes,
into
for
more.
and
8
767-930
Altima
Nissan
2000
K&M LAWN SERVICE
pole barns, home & mobile
TW HiA am f micas& cd
•Mowing•Land6CaPirt9
ter23tt
&
water
repair,
camper
home
1974P row
power seat sunroof leath*Stump Removal
Call
d
.
mite damage screene
long Asking $3000
er. $7900 obo 270-753•Trenching
porches. sun rooms Lic753-8306
6483
Total & Complete
ened-insured Larry Nimmo
712 Elm Street
Expenenced Lawn Care
753-9372 or 753-0353
1985 Honda Sabre 700cc
WILL Mow Yard. 30 years
Fri.. March 19th
& Insured
ed
Liscens
low miles
APPLIANCE Repair ServWindshield
experience and more Call
8 a.m. • 4 p.m.
(270) 435-4132
ice & Parts. Installation
good condition 759-9219
753-8306
227-0500.
Sat.. March 20th
(270)
or
-8726
e
270-293
availabl
7 a.m. - 1 p.m.
WALTERS
759-5534 Chuck Van Bu2002 V-star 1100 Classic
LAWN Mowing
er desk, bikes
Comput
G
ACTIN
CONTR
$6500 761 1615 or 752ren
Bushogging
twin mattressispnngs
. Vinyl
Roofing
.
DECKS
Tilling
0652
Garden
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
Barbie houses/cars.
Siding, Addition. and ReDays 489-2533
ROY HILL
rack, Little Tike
NordicT
Work
Quality
g
modelin
600
2003 Kawasaki ZZR
Cell 293-2822
Septic system gravel
kitchen, books, toys.
Over 30 Years Expen0
black low miles, $6500
753-858
Nights
white rock
clothes, lots more
ence Gerald Walters 753474-2439
436-2113
Painting & staining. Car- 2592.
2003 Chevrolet Tahoe SLT
AM/FM/CD
pentry Minor Plumbing
Dozer work & Track hoe
2 WD, 3rd seat, 15,xxx miles,
to mow, at yards
CUSTOM built HD, lots of
faucets MO Ale- YARDS
(leaky
Starting
at
wheels
CARPORTS
chrome & extras 12.600
Ces push mowed Call 753
retefen
radio, hitch platform. aluminum
rates,
Sortable
$675 installed Roy Hill
8101
miles 512.800 060 270given Phone 435-4682
S29,300.00• 270-792-4803
(270)436-2113
753-2351 or 270 293-8258

Phone (270) 354-8686 or 474-8890
C. Hatchett, Auctioneer • 527-2044

- Free Estimates -

•14.1r,

Ire Rater-

AUCTION

of Murray

YARD SALE

Saturday 7 a.m. until?

Furniture, clothes, shoes, misc.,
Singer Serger - like new mint
condition used once, new exterior door and windows.

YARD SALE
121 N. 1/4 mile before Graves/Calloway
Co. line on left next to Roy Holland
Auto on Sandlick Rd.
Thurs. & Fri.• 7:30 a.m.-?
Computer/printer, Playstation & Sega Pico
game systems, men's, women's & girls
clothing, carpeting, TV, VCR, 16" Ultra
chrome wheels, household items, stuffed
animals, lots of misc. Everything goes.

COMMUNITY
YARD SALE
Forrest View Apts.
1213 N. 16th St.
March 18, 19, 20
8 a.m.-?
Baby items & lots
of other items

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of

Murray Ledger & Times
Come
First Serve

First

Please
No Phone Calls

www.murrayledger.com

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
Statewide

Statewide
Classifieds
FOR SALE
ANNOUNCEMENTS
•1988 ASTRO VAN-New
*HAVE
DREAMS
OF Tires, Shocks, Breaks
&
BEING A JOURNALIST? It Tune-Up
Conversion
you want to work in the fas- package.
In very good concinating and fulfilling field
dition. Uses a little oil,
of pnnt purnalism, we can $1500
OBO. 32 ft. Grins
help. The Kentucky Press Craft Boat Radar
Arch for
Association if offenng a sale
Also,
Carrier
three-week
Journalism Weathermaker I - 10 ton
Boot Camp, July 12-30, at heating and
cooling system
Georgetown
College. 3-phase.
Make
otter.
Graduates rave about this Phone Frankfort
502-227intensive training program; 2760 or
502-395-1638.
many are now working as
*FREE 4-ROOM DIRECTV
newspaper
reporters.
SYSTEM
INCLUDING
Helps free-lance writers
INSTALLATION!
125+
too. The cost is $645 for
channels, including locals,
three-weeks of print jourfrom $29.99/mo. Digital
nalism training. Includes a
picture/sound.
Limited
continental breakfast and
offer. $59.95 shipping.
lunch on class days.
Restrictions Apply 1-800Register by June 11 arid
208-4617
receive a $50 discount off
*WOLFF TANNING BEDS
the
regular
price!
Participants can commute AFFORDABLE 'CONVEor will find affordable lodg- NIENT Tan At Home,
From
ing nearby. For informa- Payments
$25/month.
FREE
Color
lion and to receive a packet of materials, call the Catalog. Call Today 1-8888 3 9 - 5 1 6 0 .
Kentucky
Press
Association at (502) 223- vinviv.np.etstan.com
8821 or visit our web site at
HELP WANTED
www.kypress.com.
*LEARN TO OPERATE
AUCTIONS
Bulldozers,
backhoes,
*AUCTION, SATURDAY, Excavators & more!
No
March 27, 10:07 a.m. expenence needed! Great
Nelson County Sheriff's pay & benefits! 1-866-280Sale, Nelson County, KY, 5836
Bardstown
Community.
*MAKE CASH! Get paid for
Sale will be held at the
taking surveys. Companies
Nelson
County
pay $15-30/hour.
Fairgrounds on 31E, lust
or Part-time. To receive
south of the intersection of
FREE Start-Up Kit, send
the Bluegrass Parkway
$8.95 S&H to: National
and US 31E. Chattel
Survey Recruiting, 2500
Property: 65 handguns,
Hallandale Beach Blvd.,
130 long guns, all assortSuite 802. Hallendale
ments, gun accessories.
Beach, FL 33009. Include
knives, art work, furniture,
e-mail address if available.
JD DSL Gator, miscellaSHOPPERS
neous items too numerous *SECRET
NEEDED
Pose
as custo mention! Open house
Friday, March 26, 1-5 pm. tomers for store evaluaSee Website for detailed tions. Get paid to shop
inventory. BF Harned, local stores, restaurants,
Auctioneer, Centur-}7N21 theaters Flexible hours.
Realty Group
Hagan, Email required 1-800-585Bardstown, KY. 1-800-272- 9024 ext 6140.
6223
www.bliiyfrankfhamed.com
-AUCTION:
10 a.m.,
March
31
'Forklifts,

*VIRGINIA

TEACHER
RECRUITMENT JOB FAIR
2004. Over 100 school districts
represented!
Components and Parts, Richmond
Convention
New and Used 'Mt. Center (March 27-28). Call
Sterling. KY •RMI 'Al toll-free 1-866-373-7004
isi
Thompson,
t
KY
LIC. V
1RP7096 • 1-304-824- www greatvateachin.com
5904

•
10%
BP
*WVAV miauctions.corn
AUTOMOBILES/
NOTICES

*INDY SUPER SUNDAY
AUTOMOTIVE

ed,
ric
shrS,

old
rS,

nie

SWAP

NOTICES
*Place your 25 word ad in
64 Kentucky newspapers
with 1 million circulation for
only $225 Contact this
newspaper or the Kentucky

MEET AND CAR SALE- Press Association. (502)
March 28, Indianapolis, IN, 223-8821 for al! the details
Indiana State Fairgrounds.
PET/PET SUPPLIES
All makes & models. 8 am3 pm Spaces 'All Indoors" •ALL NEW HAPPY JACK
708-563-4300 ProDog (R) & ProPup (R)
www.midamericapromo- dewormer Chewable, flavored. Convenient, ecolions.com
nomical.
Gets all 4 major
BUSINESS SERVICES
worms.
For
pups and large
•ATTENTION HOMEOWNdogs.
Distributed
by
ERS-Display
Homes
Wanted for Vinyl Siding Farthings, 800-373-0442.
Info

Replacement Windows. No

REAL ESTATE/REAL

Payments

until

ESTATE FOR SALE

Payments

starting

2005.

at .NEW
LAKE
CABIN
$89 00 per month. All cred- $49,900.
Acres
3.7
it qualifies. Call 1-800-251- Lakefront and a 1200 sq. ft.
0843
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
•SAWM1LLS-$2,695.00LumberMate-2000
LumberLite-24. Norwood
Industries also manufactures utility ATV attach-

Way

Id

Pico
girls
Ultra
uffed

i of

Times

11

skidders,

log

ments,

portable board edgers and
equipment.
forestry
WWW norwoodindustnes.co
m-Free information: 1-800578-1363 ext 300N
FINANCIAL
•SSCASHSS Cash now for
structured

settlements.

annuities, and insurance
payouts (800) 794-7310
Wentworth JG
J G
Wentworth Means Cash
Now

for

Structured

Settlements
*CASH

FOR

STRUC-

ED
R
U
T
SETTLEMENT/ANNUITY
payments It's your money'
Gel cash now when you
need it most! Oldest/best in
the business Settlement
Purchasers. 1-877-MoneyMe.

Sandpiper-Beacon Beach

•DRIVER-NOW

Resort. From $49 (1-2p.
Sun/Mon-FREE

Package

night,

Company

Arrive

4/18/04-5/23/04,

restrictions). Pools, nver
nde, suites, bar. 800-4888828. WWW •sandpiperbeacon.com
SERVICES
.1 BUY AND
VERY

REMOVE

OLD

TIMBER
STRUCTURES it. wellmaintained, straight and
damage free with large
hand hewn beams; barns,
log cabin, etc. Send clear
interior photos to; Ken
Andre, 4327 S. Franklin
St., Michigan City, IN.
46360
TRUCK DRIVERS HELP
WANTED
•16-DAY CAREER TRAINING-DRIVER TRAINEES

EARN

MORE! Increase in Pay
Contractors &
Needed.

Flatbed -Refrigerated Tanker.

Over-the-road.
Regional.

-OWNER OPERATORS
Regional Flatbed home
Weekends/During Week

Drivers, 40e/mi x 1500
miles =ZIP 334/mi. x 3000
= $990 + bonus 0/Op
90ttimi. x 1800 = ZIP 0/0p

Avg $2000-$2500 per
week. Dedicated RunsNashville to Chicago and

back.
877-724-4554
3000=$2490 Company
Drivers
Commercial
Driver's Teams 35•2/mi. Welcome to Welcome W.V T
License Training. 1 -800- Buske Country 877-696- *RYDER THE ROAD TO
771-6318. 7197 x 286.
YOUR FUTURE/Due to an
%yew.prirneinc.com
•ORIVERS-Pay increase!
increase in business-Ryder
•DRIVER-W Run Our Company up to 35c/mi & needs single owner
operaLike Owner Operators 855/mi.
Trucks
tors! Do you want a dediThoroughbreds!! '2500+ Home weekly, dedicated,
cated bid or do you want
miles/week
'Weekly regional & OTR. No New
guarantee miles? OWN
Hometime
•Assigned York City. Ozark Motor
YOUR OWN TRUCK AND
Equipment -Knight Lines 800-264-2033.
NEED A LITTLE MONEY
Transportation 888-346- •LEASE
PURCHASE
TO
GET STARTED?? Sign
4639, or apply online, Owner Operators - '02 or
www.knighttrans.ccxn.
'03 Volvo, Weekly settle- On Bonus is offered for a
Some

*DRIVERS: BEST gets
Better! Company up to .45
cents. Teams to 53 cents

x

ments, Regional Lanes limited time for a single
Fuel Surcharge 95, 15 owner. Weekly pay settlemonths OTR exp. Req. ments and weekly fuel sur-

WANTED! CLASS-A CDL
Refresher Training
Nationwide Job Placement

Assistance.

irww.cficfrive.com

Hiring,

*DRIVERS:

883-0171 ext. A-5. Mt.
Sterling, KY. DELTAACAD-

Immediately!
$0.90/mi.

EMY.COM

Surcharge.

ATTENTION: $35,000
Potential Earning! Become

Dispatch,
Home
Weekends, Older Trucks
Welcomed. T&T Dedicated

Companies
Offering Tuition
Reimbursement. 1-800-

an OTR Driver in as little as
16 days! C&C TractorTrailer

Training

Center

Owner

Operators.

Start
Up

100%
No

Carriers. Inc., Louisville,
KY 1-800-511-0082.

•Late

Model Equipment

•Great

Pay
Miles &
Benefits. Call Steve Mox

Trucking. Ask for Marci.
800-253-5148.

Bonus for FLATBED DRI-

Free Pallets

to 5:00 PM, or visit our
website at www.smithtransport.com.
*DRIVER. Earn up to 37e
per mile and get home
more! Paid twice weekly!
Tuition paid for recent dnving school graduates. 48state OTR. Minimum age21. 800-553-2778.
•DR1VER-COVENANT
TRANSPORT. Team's and
Solos check out our new
pay plan. Ask about our
Regional Runs. Owner

Log

Cabin

Operators,

Experienced

Check us out on the Web!

miles paid 90 to 85 cents
per

mile.

tn.!
•

JDRFP,_

Dedicated

Routes/Dedicated

cus-

Peppers Toyota
Nationwide
Clearance Event
2004 Toyota Camry LE
Stock 4TC4122

quickly, don't miss out!
Available. Ryder Integrated
Logistics. Inc., 240 W.

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve

KY 800-925-4268 Option 6

Please No Phone Calls

EOE/Drug testing is a con-

Yusen Rd.. Georgetown.

dition of contracting with

Full
Power
Automatic

Ryder.°

Horoscopes

ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
*** If you are ready to take a back
seat, you will be on cruise control. Spend
your time focusing on private matters or
a project that can be done alone. You
might really enjoy yourself. Your
instincts provide insight into a loved one
or finances. Tonight: A friend reaches
out (or you do!).
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Others might sec a situation
considerably differently from you. You
learn and gain insight as a result.
Understand that there is no "right" way.
Flow with others, learning more of their
ideas. You will work out a plan. Tonight:
Lead the way out the door into the weekend.

GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
**** Others demand a lot from you
because you generally come through for
Packhge with Beautiful
Drivers, Solos, Teams and them. Realize limits within your immediviews, lake access. Call
Graduate Students. Call 1- ate circle. Look for other sources, experts
800-770-9311 Ext. 996.
888-MO R EPAY (1 -888- and different perspectives. You might be
delighted by what you turn over. Tonight•
*TEXAS LAND LIQUIDA- 667-3729).
A force to be dealt with.
TION!!
ACRES •DRIVER-drive
20
a brand CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
RANCHES! 35 minutes
new truck & stay in motel ***** Take an overview, and you
from booming El Paso
every night. Start at 415- will gain. Don't get into a problem, just
Surveyed.
Roads,
425/mile. Class A CDL w/ 1 figure out the solution. Also, understand
where others are coming from nght now',
$8995,
References.
yr. OTR exp. 877-893and you will know what to do. Someone
$0/down $89/mo. Free
2060.
key lets you know how great you are.
maps and pictures. Sunset
•DRIVER-Flatbed experi- Tonight: Take off ASAP.
Ranches 1-800-755-8953
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
ence a plus but not
wwwsunsetranches.com
**** Your sensitivity comes through
required. Top Home Time, during a
conversation. In fact, you might
Excellent
Money, want to help too much, if that is possible.
RESORTS RENTALS
Detention program, Full Understand what is going on before you
•AN AFFORDABLE AND
Benefits, Drive your truck jump in. An associate or loved one gives
BEAUTIFUL WEDDING
home, OTR experience you powerful feedback. Tonight: Dinner
for two.
CHAPEL in the Smoky
required. 800-441-4271
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Mountains. Christian cereext.-ET135.
***** Others come through for you.
mony. pictures, video. flow•DRIVER -Home Someone has a soft spot in his or her
ers $150. Also Providing
heart for you. Be careful with this perWeekends. Company-up
wear
Cabins, formal
son, as his or her feelings could be easily
w w w wedding- to 38C/mile, 0/0p-Up to hurt. Your nurturing could be misinter97C/mile,
2,500-2,800 preted. Quit daydreaming about more
bellsinthesmokies corn.
miles per week. Pre-qualify meaningful work. Go out and make it so
Call 1-800-922-2052.
in 10 minutes. 800-321- Tonight Say "yes."
PANAMA CITY BEACH.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
8176.
*** Your responsiveness to associates
could cause a problem in your personal
life. Slow down and make time for someone key who makes a difference in your
life. Gain a different perspective by not
jumping to conclusions Tonight Easy
does it
Authentic

Km& +NAN
Ilftiorce•
vow Ihr
Ifto. oft+ muse
toft•Iftv a K NW du.6,A...04, aft.. ott 41.ft 41•11”. th. 40.
411..t es tod.110t,aft •urft• lftftr
Ohm
•
the d.I Al 1 510 %. .1.10 • *Ir. ft..4,1 •ft

dispatched

HEARTLAND EXPRESS Fuel Tax, permits,
cargo
1 - 800 - 4 4 1 • 4 9 5 3
and trailer insurance supwww.heartlandexpress.co
plied. Fuel purchase prom Get Paid what you
gram. CDL Class A with
deserve!
Hazmat with two years
• TRUCK DRIVER WANTexperience, clean MVR
ED: OTR Class A CDL, 2
years exp., must be ok to and background. Call now
travel east coast. Work to establish your bid positowards partnership in tion. Positions will be filled

VERS. Great Freight/miles.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, March
Must have CDL-A. 1 year 19, 2004:
OTR Call 877-560-8829 or Your understanding points you in a new
Apply online www.rober- direction. You seem to be able to churn
soncontractors.corn. EOE. up important facts through intuitive
actions and questions. Others seem to be
• DRIVER-$2,500 SIGN- unable to risk, yet will do whatever they
ON BONUS + Home must to please you. How nice! Just recWeekly! Ask about our 3 ognize when there is a cost attached,
cpm pay raise. Company which might have nothing to do with
money. Others seek you out, and you
driver, 00 or Lease pretty much have rule of the roost, getPurchase. Call today! 800- ting more of what you want. If you are
543-8923
www.boyd- single, you certainly will have an opportunity to change that status, with so
bros.com
admirers around you. Treat each
rso
*DRIVER: $900-$1,100 with dignity
,and care, even if you don't
WEEKLY INCOME! 100% want to hook up with him or her. If you
Conventional Fleet, No Slip are attached, share more of your wild
Seating,
Passenger ideas with your sweetie You often have
Program, Comprehensive a veritable romp together, revitalizing
your activities. PISCES can be hard on
Benefit Package. Class-A
him- Of herself.
COL Required. For More
Information, Call Smith The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive,
Transport, Inc. at 1-888- Have:
467-6484, Monday-Friday 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
800 AM to 800 PM and
Saturday-Sunday 8:00 AM

All

no smoke, no mirrors. Just tomer of 15 years. Home
$43/MILE! weekends and holidays.
pay!

1-

*DRIVER: $1500 Sign-On

charge.

top

truck. Call Tony for more

DRIVERS:

Minimum 6 Months OTR
'Team runs to West Coast

to

Fuel
Forced

877-554-3800.
.CDL-A

Statewide
Classifieds

•ORIVERS: We've Done
Math.
Company
the

0/0 to .93 cents per mile! 8 0 0 - 8 2 6 - 1 4 0 2
New Lease Purchase Plan www.cfsi.com
w/$0 Down! Call 1 -800- .'OUR COMMITMENT! 3
CFI -DRIVE, cent pay raise! No tncks,

&
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Floor Mats

by Jacqueline Bigar
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your innovative style magnetizes many. Use this gift not only in
your personal life but also professionally.
You seem to have the answers. You could
mix work and your personal life. Careful.
Tonight: Have a ball.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You find yourself in demand. The
resulting pressure might be a little difficult to handle or juggle. Bosse4 want
something. A key appearance could e in
store. You want some lime at home and
with family. Can you do it all? Tonight:
Chill out and recuperate.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Your ability to organize, clear
your desk and make sense of what others
cannot marks your day. Conversations
about security and funds have their place.
but make time to enjoy those around you
Tonight: Hook up with friends at a
favorite spot.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You have a way of phrasing
requests that delights those around you.
Others seem only too happy to pitch in or
respond. You might need to bottom out
about a relationship before you make a
worthwhile decision. Tonight: Stick to
your budget, even if you don't want to,
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You have a way about you,
with the Moon in your sign. Use this
lunar magnetism to zero in on what you
want. Your intuition serves you with a
monetary risk. Talk and get feedback.
Note how everyone wants to please you!
Tonight: What ever the Fish desires.

2004 Toyota Tacoma

kid Plate

2004 Toyota Matrix
Stock XTC4088

Financing
'is LOW AS

Air
onditionin

BORN TODAY
Actor Bruce Willis (1955), actress Glenn
Close (1947)

CD Player

Murray's Newcst Florist
and Gift. Shoppe

1.9% APR
WAC

• Green Leaf Candles & Scents
• Mary Engelbreit•Home Decor'.
Full-Service Florist

1.9%
60
Months
WA'.

'15,95
20
'
Financing
As to.. As

1.9%
for

1,i le Boat
Life Preserver
Life Insurance

60
Months

There are some things
that you don't think you'll
ever need. But forgetting
them can be costly'

The Company You Keep'
*Long Term Care •Annuities

*life Insurance

•51' r,-,es are taxes, title, license additional. All prices include
164.50 doe fee A6 Doces
manufacturer to consumer and dealer incentives.

PEPPERS TOYOTA
2420 E. Wood St.(Lake Hwy.)
Paris, TN
(731) 642-3900

1-800-325-3229
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Stopping smoking
can be a challenge
DEAR DR. GOTT: Hi. My
name is Haylee. My mom and dad
Jre 47 years old and smoke cigarettes. How can I get them to stop
before it's too
late? Has anyone ever asked
you this before?
DEAR
HAYLEE: No,
this is a first.
But I congratulate you on your
willingness to
Dr. Gott step forward
and share your
concerns. More
By
Dr Peter Gott important, show
my response to
>ourparmts.
The decision to stop smoking is
if
a tortuous and difficult one for
adults who'have used cigarettes for
most of their lives. The issue here is
not merely nicotine addiction
v.hich is relatively easy to overcome with nicotine gum, patches
arid other remedies). The addiction

TURIN
How ABOUT A

ANNUITY?
Woodmen's Flexible Premium and Single
Premium Deferred Annuities are competitive alternatives to other savings plans
The initial guaranteed rate' is.

3.50%
'Des rate a guaranteed tor me twat month and lbw
ar) very rinnthry or car be Ocked Si for On•saar.
Guaranteed no kwer Then

Shelia Crouse
300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197

giv WOODMEN Of THE WORL
V%LIFE INSURANCE
11(

also includes the smell of tobacco
smoke, the social ambience of the
habit, the relaxing nature of the
event and other factors.
. In order to stop abusing themselves. smokers must first want to
quit. In my experience, heartfelt
appeals from children in the family
often act as a trigger. Then the
adults are more motivated to
explore anti-smoking options, such
as support groups (SmokeEnders
and others), hypnosis,"cold turkey"
therapy (not as bad as it sounds)•or
medication-ba.sed therapy.
The fact that you (as a child) are
concerned about your parents'
health issues should help them get
into a treatment program. If your
parents are disinclined to stop
smoking, at the very least they
should agree not to smoke in the
house. (A garage is preferable
because it is not a comfortable setting and is a nuisance for those
inveterate smokers who want to
light up in the TV room.) Another
technique. which I have found useful, is to require that smokers not
consume more than one cigarette an
hour. by the clock, with no exceptions. Assuming that the average
adult sleeps eight hours a night, this
restriction will automatically, in the
space of 24 hours, reduce consumption to less than a pack a day. Then,
the smoker can further reduce his or
her consumption by playing certain
games, such as "I won't smoke in
the morning" or "I won't smoke
until after work" and other patterns
that will further limit consumption.
Then, after the smoker realizes that
he or she can survive without cigarettes, it's a relatively simple step to
go from a very modest usage to
zero.
Keep bugging your parents to
stop smoking. Insist that they smoke
away from you and your brothers
and sisters. Let me *know if your
efforts are successful.
Copyright 2004, Newspaper
Enterprise Assn.

Roller-coaster romance is
making boyfriend queasy
DEAR ABBY: I need help deal
ing with my ex-girlfriend, "Ashley."
We were together off and on for 2
1/2 years and lived together for a
year.
About a year
into our relationship.
Ashley
decided she wasn't sure that what
we had was what
she wanted anymore. We split
up for four or
Dear Abby five months, and
then we started
talking
and
By Abigail
decided to try
Van Buren
again.
About
three months later, she did the same
thing.
It has now been another three
months, and supposedly she has a
new boyfriend, but she's calling me.
I love her and would do anything for
her, but I just don't know what to do
anymore. Any advice would help. - HURTING IN PASADENA
DEAR HURTING: Ashley
appears to be too immature and
indecisive for a serious commitment
to anyone -- her current boyfriend
included. If it's love you're looking
for, she isn't the girl who can provide it. The hest advice I can offer is
to admire her from a safe distance.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I have been with
my husband, "Ron," for 12 years.
We have always gotten along well
except for one thing. He smokes pot
-- a lot of it. He says he will never
stop.
My daughter. "Erica," just turned
15 and has become involved with a
had crowd. I recently found out she
has been smoking pot with Ron.
Ron says he'd rather Erica do it at
home instead of on the streets.
Now, if Ron and I have even the
smallest disagreement. Erica will
automatically take his side..The two
of them have their own bond and
inside jokes; I feel like an outsider. I
would take Erica and leave my husband, hut I'm not financially able.

DailyComics
L.CI

101IEC:o

A5OLT
MR 5.,7 DA/5
A WEEK 52 WEEKS
ti A /EAR 365 DAYS
IN A YEAR —HEN OUR CYCLE
STARTS ALL
OVER

(. FROM NOW ON, I DON'T
r
WANT YOU TO
TALK TO El...MC
ON THE WAY
TO WORK!

C ATI-11(C)
HOW ABOUT A l'ut.s1 ISEDOiNG
WITH A GARDEN RECEPTION 7

A BLACK TIE 1.4)EO0iNG FOR.1
SW IN OCTOBER"

c STOP SAVING 'OK"!
STOP SAYING "OK"!
Cpitc
rj STOP SfINIINCT "OK'!

[
HOW ABOUT A DELF-MBER
)
WED0i NG tt) HAWA 7

THE "FIRST FUAIT" lb BAD
BUT THE "FIRST AGREEMENT'
IS REALLY UGLY.
/

A BLUE 1E.AN WEDDING Foe
515 IN HOUR BALK YARD

"N
YOU
OK?

How can I make Ron realize it is
unacceptable? I really feel like I am
going crazy. -- UNCOOL MOM
DEAR
UNCOOL
MOM:
Rather than behave like a responsible parent. your husband has
become your daughter's enabler.
Tell him that you want the house to
be "clean" by tomorrow. If it's not,
let him know you'll be calling the
police to report him for supplying
drugs to a minor. Then do it. Let him
explain his off-the-wall philosophy
to them. Recognize that it's time you
started job-hunting. You may need
to support the two of you in the near
future.
DEAR ABBY: I attended a wine
testing a few weeks ago where a
guest accidentally broke a wine
glass.
Before he left, the guest offered
to pay for the broken wine glass and
the hostess accepted, saying that he
owed her $16. He produced a $20
bill, which she pocketed without
offering change -- and later bragged
to me that she had made money on
the deal.
She recently confided that she's
going to buy a crate of 99-cent
glasses and charge $5 apiece if any
of them are broken. What do you
think of this? -- APPALLED IN
BEVERLY HILLS
DEAR APPALLED: The hostess appears to be ethically challenged. If she'd cheat her guests on
the wine glass, how can one be sure
she's pouring the vintage she claims
to be? Frankly, if I were you,I'd skip
her soirees.

LookingBack
10 years ago
Mark Paschall was recognized as
winner of the 1994 Kentucky Young
Farmer in the Rural Leadership
Contest at the Young Farmer State
Convention. Tripp Furches was
named as 1994 Member of the Year.
Births reported include a girl to
Todd and Teresa Rose, Feb. 16; a
boy to Jerry and Tammy Wade and a
boy to Rickey and Rhonda
Morrison, March 8; a girl to
Rebecca and Roger Carr, a girl to
Lila and Ethan Jones, and a boy to
Maria and James Roach, March 11;
a boy to Milanie and Chris Hobbs
and a boy to Carolyn and Chad
Collins, March 12.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Gov.
Martha Layne Collins being presented a country ham in her office at
Frankfort by Robert Glin Jeffrey,
superintendent of Murray City
Schools; Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent, and Nancy Lovett, assistant
superintendent, of Calloway County
Schools; Rep. Freed Curd; County
Judge Executive George Wealcs; and
Z.0 . Enix, chairman of Calloway
Democratic Party.
Births reported include a girl to
Susan and David Coursey and a boy
to Catherine and Troy Foster, March
1.0; a girl to Robbin and Wade
Musser, March 11.
30 years ago
Calloway County High School
and Trigg Junior High School
Speech Teams went home with the
coveted sweepstakes trophy at the
54th annual First Region Speech
Tournament at Murray State

CD Ft E3

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, March 18,
the 78th day of 2003. There are 288
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 18, 1766, Britain
repealed the Stamp Act.
On this date:
In 1931, Schick Inc. marketed
the first electric razor.
In 1959, President Eisenhower
signed the Hawaii statehood bill.
In 1965. the first spacewalk took
place as Soviet cosmonaut Aleksei
Leonov left his Voskhod II capsule,
secured by a tether.
In 1979, Iranian authorities
detained American feminist Kate
Millett, a day before deporting her
and a companion for what were
termed "provocations."
Five years ago: The Kosovar
Albanian delegation signed a U.S.sponsored peace accord following
talks in Paris; the Clinton administration warned NATO would act
against Serb targets if Yugoslav
leader Slobodan Milosevic rejected
the agreement.
One year ago: A jury in Corpus
Christi, Texas, cleared Bayer Corp.
of liability in a $560 million lawsuit
that accused the pharmaceutical
giant of ignoring research linking
the cholesterol-lowering drug
Baycol to dozens of deaths. In Salt
Lake City, Brian Mitchell and
Wanda Barzee were charged with
aggravated kidnapping, sexual
assault and burglary in the abduction of Elizabeth 'Smart, who was
found with them six days earlier.

A Case for the Defense
East dealer.

North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
4A 4 2
•J 72
•108 7 5 2
+107
WEST
EAST
46 5 3
4K 986
V K Q 10 6 3
VA 9 8 4
•.1 6
•3
416K 4 2
+9653
SOUTH
•QJ 107
•5
•A K Q 9 4
4A Q 8
•
The bidding:
East
South
West
North
Pass
1•
1 II
2•
3 11, • 3•
Pass
4•
Pass
5•
Opening lead — king of hearts.

tinued the suit after East signaled

with the eight or nine.
Declarer ruffed, cashed the A-K
of trumps and finessed the queen of
spades. East took his king and
returned a club, but South rejected
the finesse, since he had a sure way
to avoid a club loser by taking the
ace and playing three rounds of
spades, discarding a club from
dummy. At these tables, declarer
made five diamonds.
They would not have succeeded,
however, had the defense been
sharper. At trick one, East should
have overtaken the king of hearts and
returned a club. Had he done that,
South would have gone down one.
It is not an extraordinary feat for
East to take the king of hearts with
the ace in order to lead a club. He
should assume West's overcall was
based on a five-card suit, which in
turn means declarer has only one
This deal occurred in a pair event. heart.
As happens so often, the results difEast should count on the ace of
fered strikingly from table to table. hearts and king of spades as two
Games and partscores in spades and tricks for the defense and should condiamonds were attempted with vary- clude that his side's best chance for a
ing success, but the play was most third trick lies in clubs.
interesting at those tables where the
Once this conclusion is reached,
contract was live diamonds.
it is clear that clubs should be
There was nothing complicated
attacked at trick two, and, obviously,
about the play at most of these tables. it must be better for the club lead to
West led the king of hearts and con- come from East.
Tomorrow: Test your play.

ACROSS
1 Banjo cousin
480M

you'vE. wRiTTEN PteoUT

CONY t3E So MoDEST, Io
SOME oescuRE- DIJDES, yoU LEAD AN INTERESToVb
MIKE - BUT I CoN'T 114INK " LIFE!
I'M MAGATINE. M.ATERIAL

StiEt
EXa.U1SITE.
LooKING 3tRLJE.N1i5HE000p4!
IS THAT"AtlOuR"
I SEE IN your
E-yes7 you'vE
NEVER ExPRESSE.0
INIEREsT
ANyONE.
13E-foizE

potr_hAve"Fi.1465"
vslrn-1 THE. PEoPL.E.
woo( WITH,DEANNA—
aUST

FANTASIES t.

42 Winter mo.
44 "Tomb Raider'
star
46 Colored

8 Gator Bowl St
11 Treadmill unit
13 Mine 's daughter

48 Sharp turn
50 Told a whopper
51 Rev the engine

14 Allow
15 Blake
of '‘Gunsmoke"

53 Poker pair
55 Did garden
work

17 Cheerful
19 Cheesy snack
21 Formal attire

58 Grope about
61 APB datum

22 Heavy metal
band
24 Pleased sigh
26 Slangy OK
29'— a vista"
31 Caribbean

liquor
33 "Gidget"
actress
34 Mag exec
35 Phoenix cager
37 Undergrad
degs.
39 Pharmacy
letters
40 Oklahoma town

GalkFIFIEL.CHZD

62 Padded glove
64 Holiday number
65 Cave. maybe
66 Elevator maker
67 None at all

DOWN
1 Ms. Thurman
2 Kipling novel
3 Large
antelopes
4 Nebraska tribe
5 Cartoonist

- Capp
6 Common ill
7 Fall mo.
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MUCH GOLF THESE PAYS?

BUT 1-1E SAYS THE COURSE
15 TOO NARROW
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8 Worked a rnuscie 16 Govt seat
9 Actress
18 Pay for
— Thompson
10 LL.0 holder
12 Passes,
as a bill
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Hiram Tucker, Paul T. Lyles, Ray
Brownfield and Jerry Dent are new
officers of the Murray Rotary Club.
The annual fund-raising drive for
the Kentucky Society for Crippled
Children started in Murray and
Calloway County today, according
to Howard Olila and Jerry Dent. cochairmen of the drive.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Harlon Black, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Graves Parker and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. William R.
Render.
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50 years ago

ContractBridge
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University.
Murray High School Basketball
Coach Bob loon has been named
coach of the year for the First
Region. Named to the All-Purchase
Basketball Team were Ray Lane and
Glenn Jackson of Murray High
School Tigers and James Wells and
Greg Howard of Calloway County
High School Lakers.
40 years ago
Robert (Bob) Overbey has been
Outstanding
named
as
the
Scoutmaster of the Four Rivers
Council. He is scoutmaster of Boy
Scout Troop 77 of Murray.
Airman First Class Eugene
Alton, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Alton, is stationed at Keesler Air
Force Base, Miss.
Mayfield won over Ballard for
the championship of the First
Regional High School Basketball
Tournament. Mayfield will play
Lexington Dunbar March 19 at the
Kentucky tournament at Lexington.

20 Dory's need
22 In front
23 Tea container
25 Wheel part
27 Eagle's nest
28 Put a spell on
30 —
Wiedersehen
32 Mil rank
36 Pierre's nose
38 Long-faced
41 Greece's sea
43 H0f3PilK
45 Portuguese
port
47 Flop
49 Freebies
52 Verne's skipper
54 Greek "N'
55 Lump
56 Make do with
57 Telegraph
signal
59 Luau welcome
60 House wing
63 Polynesian
plant
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